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ABSTRACT 

A wide range of modeling and simulation packages have been applied to evaluate 

computer systems, telecommunication networks, and diverse environments in indus

try. The objective in utilizing simulation is to assess system designs prior to actual 

implementation. The approaches used to perform modeling range from programming 

with a specific simulation description language (the most common) to automation, 

using an icon-driven user interface. Flexibility, maintainability and acceptability are 

the main criteria used to make a choice. 

The objectives of the modeling and simulation environment are to automatically 

construct simulation models for the systems being designed, and to efficiently de

fine the system performance measures. To meet these objectives, an environment 

called Performance Object-oriented modeling and Simulation Environment (POSE) 

has been created. In order to profile the knowledge involved in POSE, a knowl

edge representation scheme, System Entity Structure (SES) is adopted for efficient 

representation. 

POSE is organized into several layers such that the procedures of modeling can be 

set up in a hierarchical manner with the support of hierarchical model-based manage

ment. At the stage of defining system requirements, the structure of the Experimental 

Frame is applied to handle the system's traffic generation, performance data collec

tion and computation. A methodology called Integrated performance Specification 
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(IPS) is designed to facilitate model generation of the frame structure. At the system 

modeling level, elementary models are organized via combining the properties of a 

queuing model and the structure of Discrete EVent System Specification (DEVS) 

formalism. An overall system model is then constructed based upon the elementary 

models by applying the SM-Algo algorithm. Finally, the system models are inte

grated with the proper experimental frames in distributed and centralized execution 

modes to create integrated simulation models. An algorithm called MI-Algo assists 

the integration procedure. 

A window-based graphical front-end offers a simple and straightforward user in

terface to enhance the efficiency of POSE. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
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By using mathematical methods to produce deterministic performance data for 

a real or proposed system, the behavior of the system can be judged precisely and 

quickly. This approach is valid as long as the behavior of a system being analyzed 

is simple. However, for most complex systems in the real world, the mathematical 

approach is not a viable solution. Instead, a simulation approach is explored to 

solve the problem. This approach simulates a model which imitates the behavior 

of a complex system. The numerical information gathered in simulation is then 

analyzed and evaluated so that performance evaluation of the complex system become 

possible. Modeling and simulation have been extensively used in computer systems, 

telecommunication networks, and the manufacturing environment [2, 40, 44, 46, 62]. 

1.1 Motivation and Objectives 

As fiber optics, ultra large-scale integrated circuits (ULSIs), and more advanced 

technologies are invented, new application systems ha'!e become much more complex. 

The high complexity directly reflects the need in the real-world market. In order to 

efficiently and systematically organize the new systems, the features of multilayering 

and multicomponents should be considered. 
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If the mathematical approach can not be applied, constructing a new system with a 

complex structure has serious defects: it is expensive, time consuming, and risky. This 

situation shows how important the simulation approach is. This is also the reason 

why diverse model description languages (simulation languages) such as SIMSCRIPT, 

GPSS, SIMULA, SLAM and so on, have been developed [12, 19, 52]. These languages 

make it possible for simulation models to be created describing the systems to be 

established. Performance analysis and evaluation can then be carried out prior to 

systems'implementation. 

To set up a model, a user must know the syntax of a specific model description 

language and how to program the model correctly. This is a burden for users. Hence, 

this research explores a way to allow users to proceed without knowing simulation 

languages. As new advanced systems are designed with multilayering and multicom

ponents, creating simulation models in a hierarchical manner is nontrivial. 

This research is intended to achieve the following objectives: 

1. Create a modeling and simulation environment in which a specific model de

scription language is hidden from users. The environment will automatically 

create the models users expect. 

2. Facilitate users to model complex systems efficiently by designing hierarchical 

modeling methodology and hierarchical model-base management. 

3. Apply Object-Oriented and Artificial Intelligence approaches to promote the 

efficiency of modeling. 
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4. Carry out rapid performance data collection and calculation in simulation. 

5. Develop a window-driven user interface to guide users to perform modeling and 

simulation. 

1.2 Modeling and Simulation Methodology 

Given a system, the procedure of modeling can be programmed with different 

model description languages. Although different methodologies are involved, they 

have the same purpose, i.e., to create a model which imitates the behavior of the 

system. Then model simulation is performed. Figure 1.1 shows the relationships 

among a system, its model, and the model simulation. As in the figure, a real or 

proposed system is modelled to a language specific model (a system model). The 

system model contains a list of instructions which can be executed by the simulator. 

The behavior generated during the simulation are obtained and validated. 

From [19, 52], model description languages are divided into two major types: 

event-scheduling and process-based. Event-scheduling languages require users to han

dle individual event actions while process-based languages emphasize a higher level 

of abstraction, which relieves users from programming detailed operation control. 

SIMSCRIPT is an example of an event-scheduling language while GPSS, SLAM and 

SIMULA are process-based languages. 



Real or 
Proposed 
System 

modeling 

System 
Model 

validation 

simulation 

Simulator 

Figure 1.1: The Modeling, Simulation, Validation Relationship. 
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There are two distinct types of simulation techniques: continuous-time and discrete-

time simulations [12, 19, 52]. In continuous-time simulation, observations are col-

lected at every point in time. However, since it is impossible to monitor a system 

continuously during the execution of a simulator, discrete-time simulation is neces-

sary. In discrete-time simulation, observations are gathered at specific points when 

changes occurs in simulation. 

Some authors [38] also distinguish between time-based and event-based simula-

tions. The time-based approach proceeds by repeatedly advancing the simulation 

clock on a regular basis - a tick. Event execution is performed at the 'tick' points. 

Event-based simulation is typically an event-driven approach. By considering a tick 
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associated with a certain period of time, both types of simulations are discrete-time 

simulations. 

1.3 System Simulation and Performance Evaluation 

In [4, 19], two kinds of simulations in terms of the behavior of monitoring output 

data are discussed. A terminating simulation specifies a pre-defined terminating 

condition before simulation starts. This method was used in this research because 

the second method - steady-state simulation is assumed to operate uninterruptedly 

until the simulation has run long enough to obtain a good performance measure . 

The terminating condition defined in the proposed environment consists of setting 

error tolerances for performance objects given an application system. A simulation 

run is terminated as soon as the condition is reached. By assigning a proper range 

to error tolerance, the behavior of a system in equilibrium can be captured. 

In essence, a simulation mimics a stochastic process in time [43, 59]. It is a statis

tical experiment. The performance outcome generated from simulation is subject to 

random error. Therefore, analysis and evaluation of the outcome must be presented 

in the form of statistical confidence intervals rather than deterministic data. By 

means of the method of terminating simulation, a set of performance deterministic 

data are derived from a single simulation run. By performing multiple simulation 

runs with the same pre-defined terminating condition but different initial random 
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numbers, the expected confidence intervals can be derived. Assume the output val

ues from N simulation runs are independent and identically distributed (lID) with a 

normal distribution. 

Let the output values be Xl, X 2 , ... , X N • 

The experimental mean: p, = k ~~=l X k 

The unbiased experimental variance: S2(N) = N~l ~:=l (Xk - p,)2 

Then a confidence interval, 100(1 - a)percent, is given by, ( tv,r is t distribution. ) 

p, ± tN-I,1-0t/2 J S2(N)/N (1.1) 

The case studies in this research are based on the above procedure to compute 

confidence intervals so that the effectiveness of a modelled system can be determined. 

1.4 The Queueing Paradigm 

A q1!eueing situation is a natural part of any computer and communication sys

tem [15, 44, 47]. The time ajob (process/packet/message) spends in a queue waiting 

for service is a significant measurement of performance for such a system. The wait

ing time depends on the probability distributions of job arrival and service rates, the 

queueing discipline, and the length of the queue. Queueing theory is also widely ap

plied in such areas as flexible manufacturing systems and transaction systems. Other 

common performance measures include throughput, turnaround time, availability, 

utilization and reliability [38]. 
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From the operational point of view, an application system can be described as a 

queueing network (QN) or a Stochastic Petri Net (SPN) [42, 44, 47, 62]. An SPN 

can proceed with concurrency and synchronization problems, which a QN cannot do. 

However, in terms of modeling, QN representations are usually more compact than 

SPNs, which become unwieldy as the complexity of a system increases. This is a very 

important advantage of queueing theory. In this research, queueing theory is used in 

model construction and performance validation. 

Although queueing models lack token control as In Petri Nets [28, 42], token 

operations have been designed to enhance the ability of queueing models [58]. 

1.5 Organization of The Dissertation 

In the following chapters, the modeling and simulation environment named POSE 

(Performance Object-oriented modeling and Simulation Environment) is described in 

detail. In Chapter 2, the whole design flow and layered implementation of POSE is 

addressed. The modeling procedure is then divided into two major parts: 1) creating 

models used for performance data collection and calculation, and 2) constructing 

models .required to imitate the behavior of application systems. The structures for 

both kinds of models are also discussed. 

In Chapter 3, the procedure called Automatic Generation of Experimental Frame 

(AGEF) is introduced. AGEF is designed for creating models, i.e., experimental 
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frames [11] used for performance statistics. A methodology called Integrated Perfor

mance Specification (IPS) is explored to provide AGEF with the feature of defining 

multiple performance metrics. The models required for imitating application sys

tems are constructed and discussed in Chapter 4. Based on the system hierarchy, the 

corresponding models (system models) are set up in a bottom-up manner. The func

tion developed to generate system models is called Automatic Generation of System 

Model(AGSM). AGSM is enhanced by a system modeling algorithm - 8M-Algo. 

Model integration and simulation are presented in Chapter 5. To achieve flexible 

model integration, an algorithm called MI-Algo is designed. Performance data are 

recorded in the performance log files installed in experimental frames during model 

simulation. In Chapter 6, case studies are discussed. The related outcome is validated 

as well. Finally, POSE features and future work are summarized. 

For efficient specification of POSE's structure, a knowledge representation scheme 

called a System Entity Structure (SES) [11, 32] is applied in the chapters where 

POSE's composition is presented. A window-driven user interface is also designed 

and implemented at each modeling and simulation stage such that POSE's entire 

performance is enhanced. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE MODELING AND SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT 

This chapter presents a brief specification of POSE's design flow, functions, and 

the structures of various models generated by POSE. For efficiency, maintenance and 

expandability during the modeling process, the overall architecture of POSE has been 

organized hierarchically and modularly, in cooperation with hierarchical model-based 

management. 

2.1 Design Flow of POSE 

The major objectives in this research are to automate model creation for use in 

simulation, and provide the related performance calculation and evaluation. Based 

on the goals, the overall design of POSE is systematically organized as in Figure 2.1. 

As the figure shows, the requirements and constraints of the system to be mod

elled are considered first. Requirements include performance objects like throughput, 

utilization, turnaround time, and so on. Constraints could be "(throughput> 0.1) 

and (turnaround time < 2.0)", "(utilization> 0.5)", etc. After analyzing the sys

tem's requirements and constraints, we proceed with the Automatic Generation of 

Experimental Frame (AGEF) to embed these messages into an Experimental Frame 

model (EF) for future use [11]. 
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At the System Analysis stage, the system's architecture is analyzed. For example, 

assume that a multiprocessor computer system is to be modelled. The informa

tion about the connections among multiple CPUs, memory units and 10 units, and 

the partitions of the whole computer system, should be obtained after the analysis 

procedure. Based on this information, the Automatic Generation of System Model 

(AGSM) can come into play to construct a computer model. 

As soon as the AGEF and the AGSM operations are accomplished for the com

puter system, the Model Integration procedure is used to set up appropriate links 

between the EF(s) generated by the AGEF and the computer model created by the 

AGSM. Through the links, the computer model's behavior will be transmitted to the 

EF(s) correctly. Finally, a complete integrated model is constructed. This model is 

used to compute the throughput and mean job turnaround time for the computer 

system being designed under the associated constraints. 

The primary product provided by POSE is integrated models which are fed into 

the next stage, Model Simulation. All performance data are collected and computed 

during model simulation. These data are used to validate the accuracy of the system 

models (e.g. the computer model) via mathematical proof or other approaches. 

Three model bases, Experimental Frame Model Base (EFMB), System Model 

Base (SMB), and Integrated Model Base (1MB), along with a performance object

based library called Generic Experimental Frame Base (GEFB), are used to support 

the modeling procedures. These bases are originally empty but become populated as 
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systems are developed in POSE. The models existing in the 5MB can be accessed and 

incorporated into a larger and more complex system model without any restrictions 

as long as the behavior of the new system model is captured. The same feature 

is also implemented in the Model Integration procedure. At the model integration 

stage, the models remaining in the EFMB and the 5MB are available for retrieval and 

can be easily coupled as users expect. The accessibility and reutilization of models 

during the AGSM and the Model Integration stages are achieved through hierarchical 

model-based management in POSE. 

This hierarchical management is clearly illustrated in Figure 2.2(a) and (b), where 

two kinds of system models are specified: a simple system model and a composite 

system model. In Figure 2.2(a), the composite system models, A, Band C, have 

the smallest hierarchical model construction. The D model has a larger hierarchical 

structure than the A while the E models has a larger hierarchical structure than the 

B and the C. The whole system hierarchy is rooted by the Net through coupling the 

D and E hierarchical structures. This hierarchy feature can be easily developed using 

the AGSM. During hierarchical construction, "recursion" is not permitted. That is, 

a composite system model may not be a descendant in its own hierarchical tree. This 

restriction is also effective at the Model Integration stage. 

In Figure 2.2(b), there are two smaller composite system models (NET-l and 

NET-2) installed in the NETS system model. Both NET-l and NET-2 have their 

own hierarchical construction. By coupling the NET-l and the NET-2 via the AGSM 
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procedure, the NETS has a larger hierarchical structure. The root, INT has the 

largest hierarchical tree after performing the Model Integration stage. 

The performance object-based GEFB contains performance object frames (POPs) 

which will be explained in detail in the next chapter. Each POP includes the re

quired messages for a performance object (index) such that the related performance 

measure can be computed. The POPs in the GEFB are systematically managed in a 

hierarchical manner. This characteristic greatly strengthens the AGEF's processing 

ability, and also enhances the efficiency and performance of POSE. 

The modeling flow designed in POSE allows us to proceed with maximum flexi

bility and very low cost. For example, suppose an integrated model with an incorrect 

performance outcome after simulation is found, and the system designer (POSE's 

user) identifies the incorrect subsystem or elementary model. There are two possible 

methods to create a correct integrated model: 

Method 1: A correct subsystem or elementary model may already exist in the 

5MB already, users can directly retrieve it. Through setting up a new coupling for 

the correct model during the AGSM procedure, the correct model will replace the 

wrong subsystem or elementary model in the original system-model hierarchical tree. 

Then a correct system model will simply come out. 

Method 2: If a correct subsystem or an elementary model does not exist in the 

5MB, it can be created from scratch using the AGSM. By reassigning the name of 
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the wrong model to the correct one, a correct system model having the new model 

is generated efficiently. 

Once the system model is fixed, the designer can reuse the existing integrated 

model, bypass the process of Model Integration, and perform the Model Simulation. 

This advantage is possible because all the integration information requested by the 

integrated model has been stored into the 1MB, and is ready for retrieval. The whole 

situation can also be applied if an Ef is incorrect. 

2.2 Layered Implementation and Functions of POSE 

The entire simulation execution in POSE is supported by DEVS-Scheme (Discrete 

EVent System Specification Scheme) [12], a discrete event simulation environment 

developed in Scheme language. As DEVS-Scheme is a fundamental engine in POSE, 

the lower layers of POSE's implementation organization are constructed in Scheme. 

However, the higher layers are implemented with C and the XU Toolkit [6, 7], to 

develop a window-driven user interface. 

The layered organization in POSE's implementation is shown in Figure 2.3. The 

five layers above the bottom layer, DEVS-Scheme, are explained below . 

• User Inputs: This layer accepts and analyzes user input (user decisions), and 

assists the operations of the Window-Driven Interface layer. Its tasks include 

parsing the input, constructing lists in terms of the input, and performing data 

type conversion on the input. 
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• Window-Driven Interface: The interface pops up and pushes down windows at 

the proper time. It correctly displays the messages on the window to guide 

POSE's users . 

• Model Scripts: This layer is a bridge between C and Scheme. These scripts are 

created by translating the given input from C format to Scheme format. Since 

all the required information used to generate the expected DEVS models comes 
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from the inputs, these models scripts keep the information for model-generation 

purpose. 

• Objects and Templates: This layer supports the generation of DEVS models. 

The objects are POFs in the GEFB. The templates are invoked by executing 

the model scripts. Through invoking the templates and retrieving the required 

POFs, the expected models are created . 

• DEVS Models: The structure of the models existing in this layer is based on 

DEVS formalism [12]. All the models are stored systematically in different 

model bases (EFMB, 5MB and 1MB) for efficient construction of complex sys-

tern models. These models can be executed under DEVS-Scheme. 

181 POSE ~ 

1/ Start Simulation I 
I Quit I I EF Modeling 

Node Modeling 

System Modeling 

Model Integration 

Execution 

Model Bases 

Exit 

Figure 2.4: The Function Layout Window in POSE. 
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Based on its layered organization, POSE's design flow, and the mapping feature 

of system architecture to network topology, the functions implemented in POSE have 

been divided into five parts as displayed in the pop-up window shown in Figure 2.4: 

1. EF Modeling: This is used to perform the AGEF procedure, i.e., to automati

cally generate the expected experimental frames (EFs) used for the purpose of 

performance statistics. All the EFs created are saved in the EFMB for future 

use in the Model Integration procedure. 

2. Node Modeling and System Modeling: Both modeling procedures comprise the 

function of the AGSM. By applying the knowledge of network topology and 

queueing theory, the elementary models (nodes) are constructed first via the 

Node Modeling procedure. Based on the elementary models existing in the 

5MB, larger coupled system models are built at the stage of System Modeling. 

A complete system model (network) is thus established through coupling the 

elementary models and/or other system models. Both node and network models 

are stored in the 5MB, and will be invoked for reuse during the processing of 

AGSM and Model Integration. 

3. Model Integration: Models in the EFMB or the 5MB can be processed in the 

DEVS-Scheme environment in the standalone mode without producing valuable 

performance results.To produce meaningful performance data, this function is 

required. Through proper coupling among the models existing in both model 
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bases (EFMB and 5MB) at the integration stage, a complete integrated model 

is created. 

4. Execution: At this stage, DEVS-Scheme executes an integrated model. During 

the execution, the required performance data are computed. After a simulation 

run is terminated, an overall performance summary can be obtained. 

5. Model Bases: This function provides a listing of the models existing in different 

model bases (EFMB, 5MB and 1MB) for reference, as illustrated in Figure 2.5. 

Based on the function introduction, it is clear that the AGEF, the AGSM and 

the Model Integration construct the major framework to achieve the approach of 

hierarchical model-based management. 

2.3 Distinction between System Models and Performance Models 

Since DEVS-Scheme is the engine of the simulation environment in POSE, the 

elementary models in the 5MB and EFMB are all atomic models in terms of DEVS 

terminology [12]. System models in the 5MB and EFs in the EFMB are coupled 

models. The construction of both model bases is the same, but, as mentioned earlier, 

these bases exist for different purposes. This section precisely defines the roles of the 

coupled models existing in both bases. 

A system model is created to imitate the behavior of a system, such as the com

puter system example discussed early, a telecommunication system, a production 
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system, a banking transaction system, etc. During the execution of simulation, a sys

tem model keeps on generating raw data. If the system model has been constructed 

correctly, the data will reflect the actual behavior of the system being modelled. 

However, the raw data usually needs to be collected and processed to gain knowledge 

about the system's performance. In POSE, these tasks of collection and processing 

are not done by the system model itself; instead, they are handled by an EF (or 

EFs). Nor does the system model handle emergency control like congestion level over 

a warning boundary at a gateway, overheating at a mechanical environment, etc., 

which are also assigned to the EF{s). There is one more job performed by an EF: 

generating system workload, e.g. packets in telecommunication systems, customers 

in transaction systems,' or processes in computer systems. The relationship between 

a system and an EF is illustrated in Figure 2.6. 

2.4 Extended Queueing Networks 

Since one major objective of this research concerns performance evaluation, Queue

ing theory [44, 47] and Stochastic Petri Nets [42] are considered here. In Chapter 

1, queueing networks were preferred because of their greater ability to handle com

plexity. This advantage also implies the compatibility of the queueing properties 

and DEVS formalism. These properties include the job arrival process, the server's 

service-time probability distribution, the job service discipline and the queueing ca

pacity. 
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By embedding the queueing properties into a DEVS model, the elementary models 

(atomic models in DEVS) generated in POSE will be regarded as an extension of a 

queueing model - extended queueing model. Furthermore, based on Queueing theory, 

a queueing network is composed of queueing models. Therefore, a system model in 

POSE can be realized as an extended queueing network which is characterized by 

DEVS formalism. 

2.5 Structure and FUnctions of An Experimental Frame 

We already stated that the purpose of an experimental frame (EF) is to come up 

with performance statistics, constraint control and the generation of system workload. 

The complete architecture of an EF is also shown in Figure 2.6. In this section, the 

definition of an EF is explained in detail, including various EF configurations which 

can be derived from the original form. These configurations are applied to handling 

diverse situations in terms of application objectives. In the next chapter, a variety 

of EF will be presented in detail. 

The set of experimentation circumstances defined by an EF consists of input, 

output, runtime control and summary variable sets. Constraints are imposed on 

the time segments of input and runtime control variables. Formally, an EF has the 

following structure: 

EF =< T,I,O,C,n[,nC,su > 
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where: 

T is the time base. 

I is the set of input variables which will be simulated in any model that accommo

dates the frame, i.e., to which the frame is applicable. 

o is the set of output variables which will be observed in a frame applicable model. 

C is the set of run control variables which will be monitored but are defined for 

experimentation control rather than output behavior observation. 

nr is the set of input segments, i.e., the allowable sequences (time trajectories) of 

inputs that will be sent to the model that accommodates the experimental 

frame. 

no is the set of runtime control segments, i.e., constraints on the combinations 

of runtime control variables which capture the domain operation required by 

the experimental frame. Input/Output behavior of a model in this frame is 

accepted as long as the runtime control constraints are not violated. 

SU is the set of summary mappings which specify the related performance statistics 

and other aggregations of the input/output behavior into reduced and manage

able spaces. 
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By giving an EF a concrete form in DEVS formalism, three atomic models inside 

an EF are defined. These models include a generator, an acceptor, and a trans

ducer [12]. A generator produces the input segments sent to the models coupled to 

it. An acceptor continually monitors the runtime control segments for satisfaction of 

the given constraints. A transducer collects the input/output data and computes the 

summary mappings. 

An EF may reflect a single performance object or a set of performance objects. 

As the complexity of the system models in POSE increases, so does the complexity 

of the related experiments. Whereas significant progress has been made in improving 

the model construction process, only a few authors have focused on the EF definition 

or related research [12, 63, 65]. This situation prompted the development of various 

EF configurations in this research. 

2.6 Knowledge Representation of POSE 

In the previous sections, POSE's overall structure and functions were introduced. 

To express this information briefly and effectively, a knowledge representation scheme 

called a System Entity Structure (SES) [11, 32] is applied. SES is characterized by 

the structured representation of knowledge through providing decomposition and tax

onomy relationships between the tree's nodes in a SES tree, and classifying the tree's 

nodes with different types. Therefore, it can easily and effectively represent a complex 

problem domain while applying to the same domain, but without the deficiencies of 
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Predicate Logic [18]. By satisfying a set of axioms explained later, SES is also better 

than some structured representations like Semantic Nets and Frames [18]. 

Since SES will be used to represent knowledge at every development stage in 

POSE, the node classification in the SES and its axioms need be explained clearly. 

An SES is defined as a labeled tree. Nodes with attached variables in the tree can be 

entities, aspects, specializations and multiple decompositions. An entity represents a 

component in the problem domain, e.g. a real-world object (car, bus) or a function 

in POSE. An aspect is a mode of decomposition. An aspect's parent entity consists 

of the child entities of the aspect. The way to differentiate an aspect node is to find 

the bars 'I' right above and right below it. As to the characteristic of a specialization 

node, it shows alternatives for the parent of the node, and is enclosed with double 

bars '11'. A multiple decomposition is a means to represent multiple, identical entities. 

It can be recognized with triple bars 'III' around it. The attached variables associated 

with nodes are the nodes' attributes. For example, model bases (EFMB, 5MB and 

1MB) in POSE are attributes. 

SES satisfies a set of axioms to support the completeness of its definition. These 

aXIOms are: 

• Uniformity: If two nodes have the same labels, they are identical. 

• Strict hierarchy: No label appears more than once down any path in the tree. 

That is , a node can not be its own ancestor or descendant. 
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• Alternating mode: Each node has a node type which is either entity, aspect, 

specialization or multiple decomposition. The root is of the entity type. How-

ever, the node types between a node and its parent, or a node and its children, 

are always different (entity vs. aspect / entity vs. specialization / entity vs. 

multiple decomposition). 

• Valid brothers: A parent may not have more than one sibling with the same 

label. 
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• Attached variables: No two variables attached to the same label have the same 

name. 

• Inheritance: Every entity under a specialization node inherits all the properties 

of the parent of the specialization node. 

The SES configuration of POSE is shown in Figure 2.7. In the figure, the root is 

POSE entity. The aspect node, POSE-asp, right below the root expresses that the 

parent of POSE-asp is decomposed into five entities: Automatic Generation of Ex

perimental Frame (AGEF), Automatic Generation of System Model (AGSM), Model 

Integration and Simulation, Performance Evaluation, and Window-Driven User In

terface. The three model bases, EFMB, 5MB and 1MB, and the object-based library, 

GEFB, are attributes belonging to the corresponding entities. There is also a subtree 

under the AGSM entity. From the subtree and the aspect node AGSM-asp, we know 

that the AGSM entity has two subparts: the Node Modeling and the System Mod

eling entities. By using the SES representation scheme, we can easily and precisely 

display POSE's entire structure. 
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CHAPTER 3 

AUTOMATIC GENERATION OF EXPERIMENTAL FRAME 

Chapter 2 addressed the definition of an experimental frame (EF) and its cor

responding DEVS models. Through utilizing the EF model, the performance re

quirements and constraints required by a system being modelled can be handled. 

However, it is unnecessary to attach the whole model structure of an EF to a system 

model. Instead, different EF configurations with simpler composition are designed to 

reflect the diverse requirements and constraints associated with specific applications 

models. Therefore, two tasks are the major concern in this chapter: how to create 

the various EF configurations, and how efficiently these configurations are created. 

The approaches applied to achieve the tasks establish the framework of Automatic 

Generation of Experimental Frame (AGEF). 

The related approaches involved in AGEF include the concept of Generic Ex-

peri mental Frame (GEF) [31], the scheme of Performance Metric Tree (PMT) [33], 

and the methodology called Integrated Performance Specification (IPS). The IPS 

approach requires support from an object-based library named the Generic Exper

imental Frame Base (GEFB). The GEFB is set up by incorporating the scheme of 

PMT and the structure feature of Frame [18, 24] with the GEF's property. Due 

to the involvement of the GEFB, the PMT, and the multiple inheritance technique 

'l.l 
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addressed in object-oriented programming areas [56], the IPS approach takes a pri

mary role during the generation of EF models. A window-driven user interface is also 

developed to expedite the AGEF's operations. 

In Section 3.1, the SES representation of the AGEF's knowledge is described. In 

subsequent sections, characteristics of EF models in this research, establishment of 

various EF configurations, the approaches used in the AGEF, and the window-driven 

user interface are presented in detail. 

3.1 Knowledge Representation of AGEF 

Figure 3.1 shows the SES representation of the AGEF. There are five major en

tities under the AGEF entity. The Generator Structure, Acceptor Structure and 

Transducer Structure entities are used to create generators, acceptors and transduc

ers, respectively. The EF Template entity is characterized by its attached variable, 

EF.couplings. The Window-Driven User Interface entity is used to support the pro

cessing of its siblings. 

Since the generator, transducer, and acceptor are independent atomic models, 

there is a need to make appropriate connections among them. The connections are 

done by the EF.couplings. Similarly, a coupling from inside an EF to its outside 

world (a system model) is also necessary because: 1) the system workload generated 

by a generator must be sent out to the system model, and 2) the raw performance 

data produced by the system model during simulation should be passed back to 
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the transducer. After the establishment of couplings, an EF becomes complete and 

useful. Various EF configurations are then generated. 

In addition to the EF Template entity, the Generator, the Acceptor and the Trans

ducer structures all contain sub-SESs. These sub-SESs form the essential parts of 

the AGEF, and are described below. 

The sub-SES under Generator Structure: The Generator Template and the 

Distribution Function entities create different types of generators. A generator model 

makes a generated job meaningful by providing two attached variables, job.priority 

and job. name. Due to the existence of various random behaviors in application 

systems, the Distribution Function entity is defined to accommodate alternatives of 

the Discrete and Continuous entities. In turn, the Discrete and Continuous entities 

have their own probability distributions as options. 

The sub-SES under Transducer Structure: The Transducer Template is used 

to construct a transducer by utilizing the Performance Object Frames (POFs) main

tained in GEFB, and the methodology IPS. As a multiple decomposition node POF

md appears right below the GEFB entity, we know that the Transducer Structure can 

include more than one performance object frame. This is why the attribute synthe

sis. rule is specified. This attribute needs to be realized at the conceptual level. It acts 

as an Exclusive-Or bit operation so that no POFs are duplicated in the Transducer 
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Structure. The attribute properties associated to the Performance Object Frame en

tity provides all the information defined in a POF. The detail of a POF organization 

will be explained later. 

The sub-SES under Acceptor Structure: The information related to the sys

tem constraints is specified in the Object Constraints entity. This entity assists the 

generation of an acceptor via executing the Acceptor Template entity. 

3.2 Characteristics of Experimental Frames in POSE 

Since this research is targeted for performance evaluation, special features have 

been added on to the atomic models of an EF structure. In the ensuring subsections, 

these feature~ are presented. 

3.2.1 Generators Characterized by Probability Distributions 

An important factor in emulating a real system's behavior is how to drive the 

system workload (traffic). This workload factor is critical because how the workload 

should be represented could be unclear, or in how much detail the workload should 

be specified. For application systems like computer systems, telecommunication net

works, and transaction systems, the workload distribution is usually a kind of random 

variable. Hence, the common discrete and continuous probability distribution func

tions are implemented in the procedure of creating generators. Each distribution 
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function has a specific characteristic. For example, an exponential distribution func

tion is most commonly used to simulate the interarrival time of jobs (processes in 

computer systems / packets in networks / customers in transaction systems), and 

the job's service time. A gamma distribution function can appropriately describes 

the repair time of a system component. For other examples, see [4, 19]. 

The correctness of implementing the discrete and continuous distribution functions 

is nontrivial because the implementation is directly related to the success or failure of 

the research. These functions are not just embedded in generators but also involved in 

every elementary model in the 5MB. Therefore, it is very important to find a way to 

design and develop these functions. Several approaches discussed in [5]. The approach 

used here, called Inverse Transform, takes uniform distribution with low bound 0 

and high bound 1 in generating other distribution functions. This transformation 

has been done successfully, and validated through analyzing the "histogram," the 

expected value and the variance. A typical example is illustrated in Figure 3.2. 

Each job (task, packet, customer) must have a job identification name such that 

it can be recognized by a transducer for statistical purposes. Also, a priority level 

is attached to each job for control use. For example, in an interconnected network, 

control signals like routing information, component failure signal and congestion no

tification, should be transmitted earlier than the low-priority data packets. At the 

time of generator creation, the user specifies priorities. 
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3.2.2 Transducers Used for Performance Calculation 

In Chapter 2, a system model was realized as an extended queueing network 

characterized by DEVS formalism. Each elementary component (an atomic model) 

in a system model has the properties of a queueing model. Additionally, a system 

workload profiled by a certain probability distribution is stated. Hence, the transient 

behavior will show up early in simulation. Instability depends on the initial states 

of the system model and the simulator's environment and can be discovered by a 

transducer. Nevertheless, the initial bias does not affect the final performance results 

in this research, as the condition of a system simulation is taken into account only in 

equilibrium [37]. A system simulation in equilibrium is a system under steady state. 

That is, theoretically, the mean arrival rate of a queueing network (an extended 

queueing network in this research) is equal to the mean departure rate from the 

network. The equilibrium feature applies similarly in a queueing model (an atomic 

model in an extended queueing network). 

Because random behavior shows up during simulation, some error tolerance must 

be built into a transducer during the processing of the AGEF for the following reasons: 

1) to detect whether performance bias( es) occurred in two consecutive periods during 

simulation can obey the condition of the specified error tolerance, 2) to determine 

whether the system operation is in equilibrium, and 3) to confirm if a simulation can 

be terminated. The time of each period is specified by users as well. 
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Since a transducer collects and calculates performance raw data, it is necessary 

to keep the raw data (from collection) and the processed data (from calculation) in 

separate log files for analysis and evaluation purposes. Hence, the transducer creates 

and updates these log files . 

3.2.3 Acceptors As System Runtime Controllers 

The major feature provided by an acceptor in the AGEF is to define a set of system 

constraints used for runtime control. Therefore, an acceptor periodically checks if the 

constraint boundary is broken. In case of violation, an immediate warning signal is 

sent to the model(s) connected to it for emergent manipulation. 

In general, the constraints are used to handle boundary conditions. For example, a 

system may be given the "«utilization> 0.2) and (utilization < 0.8))" constraint. 

This constraint expresses that the system only works in normal state when the range 

of the system's utilization is obeyed. The meaning of 'normal' may also be thought 

as 'useful.' The boundary conditions may be applied to availability and reliability 

problems. 

3.3 Configurations of Experimental Frames in POSE 

Having introduced each element of the EF model in the previous section, the 

variety derived from the original EF structure [11] must be addressed. In this section, 
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five EF alternatives are defined for different purposes. These EF configurations are 

shown in Figure 3.3, and explained as follows: 

EF #1: The simple configuration is suitable when the generation of system workload 

and the system's constraints are not considered. For instance, this configuration 

is adequate to come up with throughput at specific gateways in an interconnected 

network. 

EF #2: This configuration is a pure generator to keep on producing system workload. 

Since a generator is characterized by its probability distribution, unique job name 

and job priority, this EF model is very useful in diverse problem domains. Different 

generators can be connected to different places in a system model at the same time. 

For example, in a Local Area Network (LAN), every workstation connected to the 

LAN has a generator which is used to generate foreground (background) processes 

having higher (lower) priorities for the workstation. Another generator is attached 

to a hostcomputer which manages the LAN. This generator can set the processes 

generated to the highest priority for the LAN management purpose. 

EF #3: When a system doesn't require constraints but needs to process perfor

mance data and generate the system workload, this construction will be the choice. 

For illustration, consider a banking system. During office hours, customers can enter 

the bank and stay in line without restriction. The phenomenon of customer arrivals 

is a kind of probabilistic distribution. This means that the transaction system needs 

a generator to imitate the events of customer entrance. Assume we also want to 
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estimate the mean waiting time per customer to understand how long a customer 

waits for service. From this evaluation, we can derive a measure of customer satisfac

tion. Then, we can suggest increasing or decreasing the number of service windows 

to reduce mean waiting time. 

EF #4: By reusing the interconnected network case in EF #1, we add an extra 

requirement on a specific gateway. The requirement forces the gateway to broadcast 

a congestion or failure signal if its throughput is below a warning low bound. Hence, 

this configuration is adopted. 

EF #5: This is the same design as the original. It is applied to a system requiring 

input and producing output feedback with certain constraints. 

The experimental frames constructed above are able to deal with various experi

ments required in different application systems. 

3.4 Approaches Applied in The AGEF 

This section is primarily concerned with the design and development of perfor

mance metrics, i.e., the system's performance objectives. The information about the 

performance metrics will be embedded in a transducer for performance statistics. 

The concept of Generic Experimental Frame (GEF) [31] and the scheme of Perfor

mance Metric Tree (PMT) [33] are introduced first. Both have been combined with 

the features of Frame [18, 24] to define the fundamental structure of the performance 

object frame POF in the GEFB. A methodology called Integrated Performance 
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Specification (IPS) is designed to handle the creation of multiple performance met

rics. By using the multiple inheritance technique, the structure of the PMT, and 

the GEFB, IPS provides the AGEF procedure an efficient and flexible way to define 

algebraic formulae for performance objectives (indices). 

3.4.1 The Concept of Generic Experimental Frame 

A generic experimental frame (GEF) [31] is an universal performance metric spec

ification from which diverse sorts of experimental frames used for performance eval

uation in different fields can be derived. A GEF consists of a set of variables that 

correspond to the simulation objective; it is a template whose instantiation takes 

place in the context of the model to be simulated. With a simulation objective, we 

associate a performance metric that allows for a final judgment of the simulation 

model. The set of variables are briefly explained as below: 

• Generic Frame Type: The name of a performance object (index). 

• Generic Input Variables: The input events (system workload). 

• Generic Output Variables: The departure events from the system. 

• Generic Input Segment Type: The workload generation mode. 

• Generic Summary Variable: The method to compute the performance. 

To illustrate the GEF concept, consider the following situation: in a packet

switching network, the possible generic metrics can be the throughput of a network 

node, the mean queueing time or turnaround time (time delay) at a node or a whole 
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system, the blocking probability at a node, the utilization at a link, and so on. For ex-

ample, the performance metric for the generic metric utilization is (((total-number-of-

packets-processed / total-observation-time) '" packet-length / link-transmission-rate) 

'" data-bit-density-per-packet). A GEF shown below is defined to reflect this measure. 

Generic Frame Type: Link Utilization 

{ Comment: Specifies a class of experimental frames for evaluation of 
utilization at a network link. } 

Generic Input Variables : 

- Packet.Arrival with range {Packet.ID}. 

Generic Output Variables : 

- Packet.Departure with range {Packet.ID}. 

Generic Input Segment Type: 

Input.Segment.Packet.Arrival : 

class: Discrete event segment. 

parameters: Poisson process. 

Comment: A generator is required to support it. 

Generic Summary Variable: Link Utilization 

{Comment: To compute the link utilization, a transducer is used. The 
utilization is obtained from the performance metric: (( (total-number-of
packets-processed / total-observation-time) '" packet-length / link-transmission
rate) '" data-bit-density-per-packet). 

To calculate the utilization at a link, packets departing from the link model must 

be monitored. In addition, input variables and segments should be defined in order to 

observe how the model responds to a sequence of packets that arrive for processing. 

In general, the same metric name could have different structures of performance 

metrics based on different application environments. Another utilization example 
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compared to the Link Utilization case is to calculate the utilization of a cpu in a 

computer system. The performance metric of the cpu's utilization is ((total-number

of-jobs-processed / total-observation-time) / cpu-processing-rate), which is simpler 

than the previous case. 

3.4.2 The Scheme of Performance Metric Tree 

The GEFs created in terms of the concept of Generic Experimental Frame are in

dependent each other. This means that each frame must require enough information 

to come up with its performance metric. In order to efficiently reuse the existing per

formance metric associated to each GEF, the scheme of Performance Metric Tree [33] 

is adopted to construct new performance metrics upon the existing GEFs. 

A performance metric tree (PMT) is a data structure built on an algebraic relation 

of the performance metric under which the system is to be evaluated. For illustra

tion, Figure 3.4 shows two performance metric trees for evaluating the link's and 

cpu's utilizations. The root node ('Link Utilization' / 'CPU Utilization') at each tree 

corresponds to the performance measure of interest. The internal nodes below the 

root are sub expressions which also represents a PMT like 'Normalized Throughput' 

or 'Throughput.' The leaf nodes in the tree are atomic expressions, i.e., specifica

tions that cannot be further decomposed. (Note that the blocks drawn at the leaves 

denote generic modules; others represent parameters.) The generic modules such 

as 'counters' and 'timer' in both PMTs are defined in Experimental Frame Model 
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Base (EFMB) to facilitate the translation of new performance metrics. As to the pa

rameters, they are used to describe some known properties about the system or the 

component being monitored. For instance, 'Data Bits Per Packet' in Figure 3.4(a), 

and 'CPU Processing Rate' Figure 3.4(b) are parameters. 

From the figure, we know that the performance metric of 'Link Utilization' is set up 

upon the metrics of 'Normalized Throughput' and 'Throughput'. The performance 

metric of 'CPU Utilization' is constructed by using the 'Throughput' metric. 

3.4.3 Construction of The GEFB 

For efficient EF model generation during the AGEF procedure, an object-based 

library called Generic Experimental Frame Base (GEFB) was created. Every entity 

in this library is constructed based on the concept of GEF and the structured char

acteristic provided by a frame representation [18, 24]. A frame has the advantage of 

describing all related information of a performance metric easily and precisely. 

An entity in the GEFB is termed a performance object frame (POF) because 

each POF contains information about a performance object's metric (an algebraic 

expression) in a frame structure. To achieve high efficiency of the AGEF function, 

the POFs need to be systematically organized. This is achieved by utilizing the 

tree structure presented in the scheme of PMT. In fact, this structure implies the 

inheritance property. By taking advantage of the inheritance property, the POFs in 

the GEFB can be well organized as hierarchical PMTs. The inheritance situation 
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can be realized from the 'Link Utilization' PMT shown in the Figure 3.4. In the 

PMT, the root and all internal nodes have their corresponding POFs in the GEFB. 

By traversing down the root in the PMT, we find that the 'Link Utilization' PDF 

and the 'Normalized Throughput' PDF inherit the properties from the 'Normalized 

Throughput' PDF and the 'Throughput' PDF, respectively. These inheritances create 

an inheritance chain from the root down to the 'Throughput' PDF. Therefore, a 

hierarchical PMT for the the 'Link Utilization' PDF is set up. 

The GEFB is empty in the beginning. However, it becomes populated as system 

models are developed by performing the AGEF procedure. The hierarchical charac

teristic in the GEFB is accomplished by applying the methodology named Integrated 

Performance Specification (IPS), which will be addressed in the next subsection. 

Every PDF in the GEFB contains a set of slot:.. as follows: 

• PON: I.e. Performance Object Name, the name of a performance metric. 

• Original-perJormance-expression: It keeps the original algebraic expression of 

the PON. This expression is initially defined by POSE's users via the AGEF's 

user interface. 

• Full-perJormance-expression: This slot saves an expanded performance expres

sion after performing the IPS approach. 

• attributes: It contains all the parameters required to measure the performance 

metric. 
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• iI-needed: The if-needed slot is composed of a set of if-needed procedures [18]. 

Each procedure specifies how a generic function stored in EFMB can be com-

puted if it is invoked. 

Based on the example of the 'Link Utilization' PMT illustrated in Figure 3.4, the 

three POFs ('Link-Utilization', 'Normalized-Throughput' and 'Throughput') shown 

below are closely related to each other through the inheritance chain from the 'Link-

Utilization' POF to the 'Throughput' PDF. 

The "Link-Utilization" 

PON : Link-Utilization 

Original - per lormance - exp : 

(/ (* Normalized-Throughput databits) (+ overhead data bits)) 

Expanded - per I ormance - exp : 

(/ (* (/ (* (/ counter-finished timer) packet-len) transmission-rate) databits) 
(+ overhead databits)) 

attributes : (packet-len transmission-rate databits overhead) 

i I - needed : (counter-finished timer) 

The "Normalized-Throughput" 

PON : Normalized-Throughput 

Original - per I ormance - exp : 

(/ (* Throughput packet-len) transmission-rate) 

Expanded - per lormance - exp : 

(/ (* U counter-finished timer) packet-len) transmission-rate) 

attributes : (packet-len transmission-rate) 

il - needed: (counter-finished timer) 



The "Throughput" 

PON : Throughput 

Original- performance - exp : (/ counter-finished timer) 

Expanded - performance - exp : (/ counter-finished timer) 

attributes: 0 

if - needed : (counter-finished timer) 

3.4.4 Integrated Performance Specification - IPS 
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Based on the information from the GEFB, the PMT's structure, and the multiple 

inheritance technique used in an object-oriented programming field [56], a method

ology called Integrated Performance Specification (IPS) has been designed. The IPS 

approach is primarily characterized by: 1) hierarchical inheritance (derived from mul

tiple inheritance) with the bottom-up manner in a PMT, and 2) the specification of 

multiple performance-metric definitions during the execution of the AGEF. The goals 

of this methodology are to efficiently and systematically carry out hierarchical man

agement of the GEFB resource and to allow users to define multiple POPs at the 

same time. 

Before defining the algorithm to describe the methodology of the IPS, the re

lated properties and methods applied in the IPS are defined first. Then, using these 

methods, a Parser procedure invoked in this algorithm is designed. There are three 

properties: 
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1. Uniformity: Nodes with the same name represent identical objects ( POFs / 

generic modules / parameters). 

2. Convergence: A leaf can only be either a parameter or a pre-defined generic 

module maintained in EFMB. 

3. Acyclic: A node in a PMT can not be its own ancestor or descendant. 

The related methods defined are: 

1. Discovery: This method searches for a POF in the GEFB whose PON's content 

matches the token [10] being picked up from a performance metric expression 

(the performance algebraic expression). If a match is found, the token is called 

a discovered POF. If not, the method can not be applied further. 

2. Sprout: The content of the Original-performance-expression slot in the discov

ered POF is retrieved and assigned to a new child node. The new node is a 

sub-PMT containing the same content. After this method is executed, the in

heritance relationship between the discovered POF and its parent POF is set 

up. The parent frame inherits all the properties of the discovered POF. 

3. Synthesizer: An internal node uses this method to collect all the information 

from its children. The information includes the expanded performance metric 

expression, the related attributes, and the required if-needed procedures. 

By means of these methods, the procedure of Parser is organized as below: 
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Step I: Establish a PMT for a performance metric expression. The PMT contains 

only one node, i.e., the root, whose content is the expression. 

Step II: Apply the Discovery and Sprout methods to the PMT with top-to-bottom, 

left-to-right order until there are no nodes to which the Discovery method can apply. 

Step III: Perform the Synthesizer method on the expanded PMT in the bottom-to

top, left-to-right manner. 

After setting up the Parser procedure, the IPS approach is performed as follows: 

Step 1: Specify a set of performance objects (PO-set). Every element in PO-set 

represents the name of a performance metric. 

Step 2: If PO-set is not empty, perform Step 3. Otherwise, go to Step 10. 

Step 3: Get ,an element from PO-set, say Object. 

Step 4: If Object matches the paN's content of a POF in the GEFB, then retrieve 

the data of the Original-perJormance-expression slot in the POF. The data becomes 

the initial performance metric expression of Object. An appropriate modification on 

the data is allowed. Go to Step 6. Otherwise, go to Step 5. 

Step 5: Give a performance metric expression to Object. This expression can include 

the elements just processed and/or the paN name(s) of the POF(s) existing in the 

GEFB. 

Step 6: Create a POF with Object as its paN name. Write the new performance 

metric expression to its Original-perJormance-expression slot. (If an existing POF 

has the same name with Object, the content of the existing one will be overwritten.) 
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Step 7: Perform the Parser procedure. 

Step 8: Store the information obtained from the Parser procedure in the Full

performance-expression, attributes and if-needed slots of the Object's POF. 

Step 9: Delete the Object from PO-set. Then go back to Step 2. 

Step 10: Terminate the execution of the IPS algorithm. 

Figure 3.5 shows an example demonstrating the effectiveness and efficiency of 

the IPS algorithm. In the figure, the performance measures concern the mean job 

(process) turnaround time - Turnaround, and the mean number of jobs - Mean 

Length in a computer's cpu. Assume there is the required Throughput POF in the 

GEFB but no the Turnaround POF. By applying Little's result [23], we know that 

Mean Length is equal to (Throughput * Turnaround) when the computer system is 

in equilibrium. The steps to construct the performance metric expressions and the 

POFs for both performance objects are described below. 

1. At Step 1, performance objects Turnaround and Mean Length are specified such 

that PO-set contains the two elements. 

2. Since PO-set is not empty, set Object to Turnaround. 

3. The Turnaround POF doesn't exist in the GEFB. Hence, Step 5 is executed. 

A performance metric expression TN = U DN) is then defined for Turnaround 

interactively. 
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4. At Step 6, the Turnaround POF is created. Also, TN = U DN) is saved in the 

Original-perJormance-expression slot of the POF. 

5. Perform the Parser procedure to set up a Turnaround PMT as shown in Fig

ure 3.5(b). 

6. At Step 8, update the rest of slots in the Turnaround POF. 

7. Delete the Turnaround object from PO-set in the Step 9. Return to Step 2. 

8. PO-set is still not empty. Process Step 3 to set Object to Mean Length. 

9. The Mean Length is not in the GEFB. Go to Step 5. 

10. A performance metric expression M L = (*X TN) is defined for Mean Length. 

(Note that TN is just defined.) 

11. The Mean Length POF is created at Step 6. M L = (*X TN) is written into 

the Original-perJormance-expression slot of the POF. 

12. At Step 7, by invoking the Parser, the complete Mean Length PMT is estab

lished as depicted in Figure 3.5(c). The Throughput and the Turnaround POFs 

are the discovered POFs in turn. Therefore, the Mean Length POF deserves 

multiple inheritance from both discovered POFs. 

13. Update the rest of slots in the Mean Length POF by processing Step 8. 

14. Delete the Mean Length from PO-set. Now, PO-set becomes empty. The exe

cution of the algorithm is then terminated. 
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3.5 Model Generation through Window-Driven Interface 

Having specified the features and approaches related to EF modeling, we now 

consider the modeling task. The flow chart in Figure 3.6 shows the creation of various 

EFs. The implementation of the flow chart becomes the framework of the AGEF. 

A window-driven user interface has been designed and developed to enhance the 

function of the AGEF. By means of the user interface, the AGEF operates efficiently 

to create EF simulation models automatically. 

The following example (which follows the flow chart) illustrates the efficiency and 

flexibility of using the AGEF to create an EF, including a generator and a transducer, 

by utilizing the window-driven user interface: 

1. Give the name of an EF to be modelled, say EF-demo. 

2. Specify two performance objects Throughput and Turnaround. Execute the IPS 

algorithm. 

3. Set values to the attributes of Throughput and Turnaround. 

4. Select an exponential distribution with mean 2.0 for the generator. Also set 

two kinds of job priorities: 1 for foreground jobs, and 2 for background jobs. 

The probabilities (the portions of the jobs) assigned to the foreground and 

background jobs are 0.8 and 0.2, respectively. (A job with a low priority number 

has higher priority.) 
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5. The EF model script is created. The major content of the script is referred to 

the pop-up window shown in Figure 3.7. 

6. By clicking the Modeling area drawn in the figure, and feeding with the model 

script, three DEVS models including two atomic models (EF-demo-genr.m and 

EF-demo-tran.m) and one coupled model (EF-demo.m) are generated automat-

ically. These models are stored in the EFMB for reuse at the Model Integration 

stage. 

Each model script is composed of two parts. The first part includes the model 

templates required, the functions and the generic modules invoked by the templates, 

the parameters (user's inputs) involved, and other auxiliary data. For the example, 

the major content of this part is (with Scheme format): 

(require 'pc-scheme) 
(load 'init.sc) 
(load 'Engines/template-ef.sc) 
(load 'Engines/template-genr.sc) 
(load 'Engines/template-tran.sc) 
(load 'Engines/template-acpt.sc) 
(load 'EFMB/counter-arrival.gf) 
(load 'EFMB/counter-finished.gf) 
(load 'EFMB/timer.gf) 
(load 'EFMB/delay.gf) 
(define efname 'EF-demo) 

(set! genr_sel (list 'NotNull» 
(define dist_name 'expon) 
(define dist_pars ,( 2.0» 
(define dist_prob '(0.8 0.2) 
(define dist_prio '(1 2» 
(set! tran_sel (list 'NotNull» 
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(define perf_list '(throughput turnaround» 
(define att_all '«sigma 20) (throughput 0) (turnaround 0) 

(period 20) (pre-throughput 0) (pre-turnaround 0) 
(throughput-Tolerance 0.05) (turnaround-Tolerance 0.01») 

(define fun_all '(counter-finished timer delay» 

The second part of a model script is used to generate the DEVS models expected. 

This part requires the knowledge specified in the first part such that the EF modeling 

procedure can be accomplished .. The essential code segment in this part is: 

(define genrname 'EF-demo-genr) 
(with-output-to-file "EFMB/EF-demo-genr.m" 

(lambda 0 
(let loop «1st (template-genr efname genrname dist_prob 

dist_prio dist_name dist_pars») 
(cond 

«null? 1st) (newline» 
(else 

(pp (car 1st» (newline) (newline) 
(loop (cdr 1st»»») 

(define tranname 'EF-demo-tran) 
(with-output-to-file "EFMB/EF-demo-tran.m" 

(lambda 0 
(let loop «1st (template-tran tranname efname att_all 

fun_all perf_list acpt_vars») 
(cond 

«null? 1st) (newline» 
(else 

(pp (car 1st» (newline) (newline) 
(loop (cdr 1st»»») 

The outcome after executing the Modeling procedure is illustrated by a generator 

named EF-demo-genr. m. The complete code of the generator is shown in Figure 3.8. 
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3.6 Summary 

In this chapter, the features of a generator, a transducer, and an acceptor in 

POSE have been defined. A generator is characterized by its probability distribu-

tion functions. An acceptor specifies system constraints while a transducer handles 

performance data collection and calculation for system requirements. Several ap-

proaches are involved in the processing of performance metrics, including the concept 

of Generic Experimental Frame, the scheme of Performance Metric Tree and the In-

tegrated Performance Specification methodology. In addition, a set of experimental 
f 

frame configurations were developed to reflect different situations requested by versa-

tile application systems. A window-driven user interface provides users a convenient 

guide to drive the generation of experimental frame models. These characteristics 

give the AGEF the following advantages: 

1. Automation: Experimental frames with various structures can be created 

automatically and rapidly. 

2. Hierarchy: The GEFB is constructed hierarchically to achieve efficient per-

formance knowledge management and creation. 

3. Practicability: An experimental frame can be used in different application 

systems as long as its performance metrics are applied properly. 
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CHAPTER 4 

AUTOMATIC GENERATION OF SYSTEM MODEL 

In previous chapters, the role of an experimental frame (EF) for performance 

metrics, and the approaches used to efficiently create various EFs were discussed. 

This chapter describes how to generate a system model to which the EF(s) can ap

ply such that the system's performance metrics are investigated and evaluated. In 

order to precisely describe the architecture of various applications systems, the Au

tomatic Generation of System Model procedure (AGSM) is designed and developed. 

The AGSM is divided into two phases: Node (elementary component) Modeling and 

System (network) Modeling. This decomposition is based on the system architec

ture characteristic, i.e., Node Modeling is used first to generate the node models 

for elementary components in an application system. Then, through processing the 

System Modeling phase, a complete application system can be established on these 

node models. By means of mapping the architecture of an application system into 

network topology [9,68], a system model can be organized hierarchically by properly 

executing both phases repeatedly. 

A system model could have a very simple configuration with only one node model 

or a complex, multilayer, multicomponent configuration. Commonly, in specifying a 

very simple system configuration, a M/M/1 queue [15, 44] is used. A complex system 
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model can be illustrated by a multiprocessor computer system. The multiple layer 

structure is characterized by cpu, input/output, main memory, disk, and bus layers. 

Each of the layers contains multiple components. In general, an application system 

could be modelled as the simplest or the most complex configuration. This modeling 

decision depends on the abstraction level of the application's purpose. For example, 

if we are concerned with a local area network, a multiprocessor computer system 

connected to the network may be modelled as a single-node system model. 

The following sections are organized as follows: Section 4.1 describes the knowl

edge representation of the AGSM function via the scheme of System Entity Struc

ture [11) 32]. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 discuss various node types. Section 4.4 introduces 

the design flow of the Node Modeling phase. Sections 4.5 and 4.6 develop the System 

Modeling phase. In the System Modeling phase, an algorithm called 8M-Algo is 

designed to support the hierarchical model construction of application systems. 

4.1 Knowledge Representation of The AG8M 

The main AGSM's system entity structure is shown in Figure 4.1. Clearly, the 

AGSM entity is decomposed into two parts, i.e., the Node and System Modeling en

tities (the Node and System modeling phases). Both modeling entities must perform 

'save' or 'retrieve' actions on the System Model Base (SMB) such that the 5MB 

becomes an attached variable of the root. Due to the window-driven ability imple

mented in all POSE functions, and the templates related to model creation, both 
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modeling entities have these child entities. In addition, the System Modeling entity 

contains the SM-Algo entity which is the central part designed to drive the System 

Modeling phase. The Node Template is divided into two parts, the Internal and 

External Structure entities. This decomposition is in terms of the structure of an 

atomic model defined in DEVS formalism [12]. 

In Figure 4.2, the complete SESs for the Internal and External Structure entities 

under the Node Template shown in the main AGSM's SES are laid out. The Internal 

and External Structure's SESs include the major ingredients of DEVS formalism and 
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a queueing model. The External Structure entity consists of the ports used for event 

(job) receiving and transmission. The 'special ports' entity appearing in the Export 

Coupling's SES utilizes the Uniformity axiom in the scheme of SES. These special 

ports are used in communication handshake protocols like A n Unrestricted Simplex 

Protocol and stop-and-wait [9]. The entities, 'in' and 'stop' are standard input ports. 

As to the 'standard output ports' entity, the number of ports is set by users based 

on considerations of event dispatching. 

As for the Internal Structure entity, its partition depends on the queueing prop-

erties. Therefore, Queue Size,Service Time Distribution and Queue Discipline are 

the entities in this sub-SES. For the sake of practicability in application systems, the 

Service Time Distribution entity only contains a subset of the Distribution Function 

entity shown in Figure 3.1. The 'status' entity located here is used to record the 

working status of a node model. 

Characteristics of A Node Model in POSE 

Since an elementary model in a system model in this research is a DEVS atomic 

model with the properties of a queueing model, it is then termed an extended queueing 

model, as defined in Chapter 2. This section briefly explains how an atomic model 

supports the features of a queueing model. 

In DEVS formalism, the structure of an atomic model contains a set of input and 

output ports, a set of pre-defined and user-defined state variables, a time advance 
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Figure 4.2: The Sub-SES Representation of AGSM. 
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function, an internal transition function, an external transition function and an out

put function [12]. The four major properties introduced in a queueing model are the 

job arrival process, the service-time probability distribution of the server, the queue

ing capacity and the service discipline. The structure of an atomic model makes it 

easy to accommodate these queueing-model properties as follows: 

o The arrival process is described by the event arrivals at the input ports along 

the time trajectory . 

• The task of the service-time probability distribution is accomplished by the 

output function and a set of output ports . 

• The queueing capacity and the service discipline factors are handled via the 

state variables, and the internal and external transition functions. 

4.3 Diversity of Nodes 

A node model describes an elementary component in an application system. This 

elementary component is a real-world object such as a processor or a memory module 

in a computer system, a transmission line or a gateway in a interconnected network, 

a tooling machine or an product assembly station in a flexible manufacturing system, 

etc. All objects becomes faulty after a certain operation time and different types of 

node models are needed to take these into account. The node types in POSE can 

take the following forms: 
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1. Normal Node: This model processes an input job (an event in DEVS) within a 

certain time, and passes it out successfully. Most node models are of this type. 

The service rate can be state-independent or state-dependent. For most real 

objects, service rates are independent of their states; for instance, the objects 

in a computer system. However, for some special controls, an object with a 

state-dependent service rate is necessary. For example, a node tries to avoid 

congestion by adjusting its service rate according to the number of jobs in it. 

2. Blockader: This node type acts as an obstacle to absorb incoming jobs without 

producing any output. For example, a component failure beyond repair can be 

modelled by this type of node. 

3. Dispatcher: This node type is used to dispatch jobs to other nodes with a user

defined probabilistic behavior. It takes zero processing time to dispatch jobs. 

This node is usually connected to a generator in an EF such that it receives 

jobs from the generator, and dispatches them to other types of nodes. 

4. Noisemaker: The model can generate errors such as different transmission 

medium floises in networks. Due to the operation of this type of node, the 

degradation level of a model after simulation can be analyzed. 

Comparing these types of nodes reveals several similarities and differences. Nor

mal and Dispatcher types are the same except zero processing time is spent in the 

latter. The Noisemaker differs from the Normal and Blockader only in transmitting 
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some portion of jobs to other nodes successfully. The basic concept used to design 

the Normal, Blockader and Noisemaker nodes is the probability setting of the job 

load at their standard output ports. The probability setting is expressed as follows: 

Let N be the number of output ports defined in a node, where 1 ~ N < 00. The 

probability setting on the ports is (PI! ... , PN). Then, 

The Normal Node type: 

"i=N P. 1 0 ""i=l i = . 

The Blockader type: 

"i=N P. 00 ""i=l i = . 

The Noisemake type: 

4.4 Generation of Node Models 

Node models are the basic models in the 5MB from which larger subsystems or 

complete system models can be built. Therefore, node models are essential within 

the processing of the AGSM. The Node Modeling phase should be performed before 

the System Modeling phase. Figure 4.3 is a flow chart of the Node Modeling phase. 

It describes the creation of a specific node model as follows: 

1. Give the name of a node (an elementary component) to be modelled, say Node-

demo. 
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Figure 4.3: The Flow Chart of The Node Modeling. 
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2. Set the number of the standard output ports to 3 for the outgoing event dis

patching. (The standard incoming port - 'in', and special ports are fixed.) 

Therefore, the output ports, outl, out2 and outS are installed in the Node

demo. 

3. Specify the load probability at each standard output port for the outgoing event 

dispatching. The load probabilities on the ports are 0.2, 0.3 and 0.5. 

4. Define the queueing properties for the node model being created. These proper

ties include the service-time distribution function (exponential with mean 5.0), 

the queueing discipline (priority) and the queue's capacity (10). 

5. Generate a Node model script after obtaining all the required data. The prin

cipal messages are displayed in Figure 4.4. 

6. Feed the model script to the Modeling procedure, thereby creating the Node

demo atomic model and storing it in the 5MB. 

The arrangement of a node model script is similar to the one described in an 

EF model script in section 3.5. The first part in a node model script specifies the 

node template and the auxiliary parameters required. The second part generates the 

specific node model based on the information in the first part. The outcome of the 

Node Modeling phase is similar to that shown in Figure 3.8 but some distinctive code 

segments are extracted and listed below: 

(make-pair atomic-models 'Node-demo) 



Data Settin,gs Done at Node :: Node-thmo 

.Node NalTW :: Node-demo 

Pon Names:: ( outl out2 ouB) 

Load probabilities at pom; :: 

( 0.200 0.300 0.500 ) 

Service Tune Distribution Functions:: 

( ( expon-node • (5.0) ) ) 

Queueing Discipline:: priority 

Queue kngth :: 10 

Figure 4.4: The Node Modeling Pop-Up Window. 
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(send Node-demo set-s 
(make-state Isigma 

Iphase 
I queue 
I status 

linf 
I active 
10 
IIdle 

I service I«expon-node 1(5))) 
Ipolicy Ipriority 
I size 10 
Iprob 1(0.2 0.5 1) 
Iportname 1#(out1 out2 out3) 
Ixmitting 0 Ijob I() 

(define (ext-node sex) 
(case (content-port x) 

(in 

(begin (set-state-job! s (FindJob (state-policy s) 
(state-queue s))) (set-state-time-left! s 
(Get-time (car 
(state-service s)) (length (state-queue s)))) 
(set-state-sigma! s (state-time-left s)) 
(set-state-xmitting! s 1) (set-state-status! s 
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IBusy) (set-state-queue! s (DeleteJob (state-policy s) 
(state-queue s)))) 

During the System Modeling phase and the Model Integration stage, node models 

stored in the 5MB can be retrieved without restriction. 

4.5 The System Modeling Algorithm 

After the required individual node models are created, a system model can be con-

structed by coupling them. For application systems with simpler architecture, the 

coupling operations may be easily done by making connections among the involved 
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node models directly. But with a complex system with multilayer and multicompo

nent architecture, direct coupling is not appropriate and becomes tedious. This is 

obvious in the example of the multiprocessor computer system mentioned earlier in 

this chapter, given the large number of cpus and memory modules involved. Such 

complex systems would need lengthy model development time if the method of direct 

coupling were used. To efficiently model a complex, multilayer, multi component sys

tem, an algorithm called 8M-Algo was designed. This algorithm analyzes complex 

application systems systematically such that the corresponding system models are 

established in a hierarchical manner. 

Before describing the SM-Algo algorithm, the term "Closed System" is defined. 

A Closed System is a system model obeying two conditions: 1) it contains more than 

one model, and 2) except for the marked non-Closed Systems no identical subsystems 

can be extracted from it. The subsystem specified in this definition has a strict 

constraint, i.e., it must consist of more than one model. A rule named Scan and 

Set is specified with a two-stage operation. At the first stage, groups of identical 

Closed Systems with the largest possible size are identified. These groups are used 

to compose a set called Closed Set (C-set). Meanwhile, these Closed Systems are 

marked in order that they can be recognized in the next stage. At the second stage, 

except for the marked Closed Systems, the portions in the system are collected in a 

set termed non-Closed Set (NC-set). A method called Make Instances, used to make 
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several instances from the given model, is defined as well. Based on these definitions, 

this algorithm is described as follows: 

Step 1: Analyze the architecture of an application system by invoking the Scan and 

Set rule such that two sets, O-set and NO-set is specified. The number of instances 

for elements in both sets are counted. (At least one of these sets must not be empty.) 

Step 2: If O-set is empty, then a complete system model can be constructed by 

invoking the Make Instances method for the element(s) in NO-set if necessary, based 

on the instance counts computed in Step 1. Delete the element(s) from NO-set. Add 

the new instances to NO-set. Set up the appropriate coupling for the element(s) in 

NO-set if needed. Terminate the algorithm. Otherwise, go to Step 3. 

Step 3: Set up the proper coupling for each element in O-set. 

Step 4: Perform Make Instances on the element(s) in O-set if necessary, based on 

the instance counts computed in Step 1. Delete the element(s) from O-set. Add the 

new instances to O-set. 

Step 5: Ohange the property of every element in O-set by switching it to a non-Closed 

System. Return to Step 1. 

During these steps, the operations of the existing model retrieve and the new 

model store are carried out implicitly. (These operations are done automatically in 

the System Modeling phase.) Several examples are given below to demonstrate the 

ability of the SM-Algo algorithm. 

Example 1: 
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ws 

Figure 4.5: The Partial Connected Network (PCN). 
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An application system contains only one elementary part, say Single. After ex-

ecuting Step 1, C-set and NC-set are { } and { Single }, respectively. No new 

instances are made from Single. In Step 2, the complete system model is created 

without further operations. 

Example 2: 

A partially connected network (PCN) as shown in Figure 4.5, contains one net-

work control computer (NCC), four identical workstations (WSs), and four identical 

transmission links (TLs). (The links are assumed to be simplex.) The operation 

steps are: 

1. At Step 1, C-set and NC-set are set to { } and { NCC, WS, TL }, respectively. 
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2. In the Step 2, the Make Instances method is called twice such that NC-set 

becomes { NCC, WSO, WS1, WS2, WS3, TLO, TL1, TL2, TL3 }. Based on the 

link information given in the PCN, the appropriate coupling for these elements 

(node models) are set. Eventually, the PCN system model is created. 

Example 3: 

This example shows how 8M-Algo constructs a system in a hierarchical manner. 

Figure 4.6 shows the original design. Figure 4.6(b) is the result of applying the 

algorithm. The procedure to convert model (a) to model (b) in the figure is: 

1. After executing Step 1, C-set contains Sub-sys with two instances. NC-set is 

empty. 

2. Since C-set is not empty, Step 3 is performed. Then the proper coupling is set 

up for Sub-sys. 

3. Two new instances named Sub-sysO and Sub-sys! are created by invoking Make 

Instances at Step 4. Now, C-set is { Sub-sysO, Sub-sys! }. 

4. At Step 5, Change the property of Sub-sysO and Sub-sys! from Closed System 

to non-Closed System. Go to Step 1. 

5. After analyzing the system again, C-set becomes empty. NC-set is { Sub-sysO, 

Sub-sys! }. Each element in NC-set has only one instance. 

6. At Step 2, the new system model (b) is constructed by coupling the elements 

in NC-set. 
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From these examples, we see that the SM-Algo approach will be more powerful 

when the architecture of complex application systems are primarily composed of 

groups of identical Closed Systems with layered organization, i.e. a system with 

layered architecture in which smaller Closed Systems are located at the lower layers, 

and larger Closed Systems containing the smaller Closed Systems, at the higher layers. 

Then the overall architecture can be systematically modelled by coupling different 

Closed Systems at different layers. 

4.6 Establishment of A System Model 

By implementing the SM-Algo algorithm into the System Modeling phase, all 

the identified Closed Systems via applying the Scan and Set rule are modelled along 

the processing of this modeling phase. These Closed System models become resources 

in the 8MB for future use. 

The overall modeling flow is straightforward, as the complexity of the procedure 

is concentrated on the SM-Algo algorithm. Based on Example 3 in the previous sec

tion, the steps required to set up the System-demo shown in Figure 4.6 are: (Assume 

the node models [SI, S2, and S3] have been created through processing the Node 

Modeling phase.) 

1. In the first SM-Algo run, a Closed System, "8ub-sys" is identified. The model 

of "8ub-sys" is established first. The procedure to achieve the "8ub-sys" model 

generation is: 



Data Settings DOlW at ~stem :: ~stem-demo 

~stem Narrw :: ~stem-demo 

Node list :: 

( Sub-sys) 

Node instance list :: 

(( Sub-sysO Sub-sysl» 

Coupling list :: 

((~stem-demo in Sub-sysO in) 
(Sub-sysO out Sub-sysl in) 
(Sub-sysl out ~stem-demo out». 

Figure 4.7: The System Modeling Pop-Up Window. 
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(a) Retrieve the 8b 82, and 83 node models from the 5MB. 

(b) Set up coupling for these nodes as specified in the figure. 

(c) Create a model script for "Sub-sys". 
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(d) Process the modeling function to execute the script to create "Sub-sys" 

model, and store it in the 5MB. 

(e) Create two instances, "Sub-sysO" and "Sub-sys1" from "Sub-sys", and 

mark them as non-Closed Systems. 

2. In the second 8M-Algo run, C-set and NC-set are empty and { Sub-sysO, 

Sub-sys1 }, respectively. Since C-set contains nothing, the System-demo model 

will be constructed. Three couplings are set based on the System-demo's links 

shown in Figure 4.6(b). The System-demo's model script is generated whose 

content is illustrated in Figure 4.7. 

3. As soon as the System-demo script is fed into the modeling procedure, the 

System-demo model is generated and stored in the 5MB for reuse at the model 

integration stage. 

In this example, two system models (Sub-sys and System-demo) are created during 

the System Modeling phase. One is for the Closed System. Another is the overall 

system model. If more groups of Closed Systems are identified in an application 

system's architecture, then more system models will be created. 
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Like the script depicted in an EF or a node model, the model script of a system 

model has two parts. The function of the second part is the same, i.e., to create the 

model required by using the information in the first part. However, the content of 

the first part is quite different. This content includes the invoked model(s), the cor-

responding instance names, and the coupling setting. The system models generated 

in the case discussed above are DEVS coupled models. These coupled models have 

simple formats as listed below: 

The "System-demo" system model: 

(load 'SMB/Sub-sys.m) 

(make-pair digraph-models 'System-demo) 

(send Sub-sys make-new 'Sub-sysO) 
(send Sub-sys make-new 'Sub-sysl) 

(send System-demo specify-children (list Sub-sysO Sub-sysl» 

(send System-demo add-couple System-demo Sub-sysO 'in 'in) 
(send System-demo add-couple Sub-sysO Sub-sysl 'out 'in) 
(send System-demo add-couple Sub-sysl System-demo 'out 'out) 
(send System-demo add-couple System-demo Sub-sysO 'stop 'stop) 
(send System-demo add-couple System-demo Sub-sysl 'stop 'stop) 

The "Sub-sys" system model: 

(load 'SMB/Sl.m) 
(load 'SMB/S2.m) 
(load 'SMB/S3.m) 

(make-pair digraph-models 'Sub-sys) 

(send Sub-sys specify-children (list Sl S2 S3) 



(send Sub-sys add-couple Sub-sys S1 'in 'in) 
(send Sub-sys add-couple S1 S2 'out1 'in) 
(send Sub-sys add-couple S1 S3 'out2 'in) 
(send Sub-sys add-couple S2 S3 'out1 'in) 
(send Sub-sys add-couple S2 Sub-sys 'out2 'out) 
(send Sub-sys add-couple S3 S1 'out1 'in) 
(send Sub-sys add-couple S3 Sub-sys 'out2 'out) 
(send Sub-sys add-couple Sub-sys S1 'stop 'stop) 
(send Sub-sys add-couple Sub-sys S2 'stop 'stop) 
(send Sub-sys add-couple Sub-sys S3 'stop 'stop) 
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Except for the 'load' commands, the statements above use the message passing 

technique of object-oriented programming. The 'load' commands are used to load 

the required node or subsystem models into DEVS-Scheme. The 'make-pair digraph-

models' is used to make a coupled model with the next parameter as its name. A 

digraph model is a kind of coupled model in DEVS [12]. Since the Make Instance 

method is applied to make two new instances from the Sub-sys - a Closed System, 

two statements like 'send Sub-sys make-new' are set in the "System-demo" model. 

The remaining codes in both models specify the corresponding child names and the 

coupling information. The detailed configuration of the "System-demo" model is 

drawn in Figure 4.8. For simplicity of explanation, the construction of "System-

demo" doesn't adopt handshake protocol in event passing operation such that the 

'ask' and 'status' ports are not involved. The blocked events are not considered 

either. Therefore, the 'blocked' port is not shown in the figure either. 
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Figure 4.8: The "System-demo" Configuration. 
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4.7 Coverage of Network Classes in POSE 

Based on the Figure 4.3, a node model in POSE contains only one server. There is 

no explicit routing policy assigned to each job class; instead, a job loading probability 

is specified at each standard output port. The service rate of a node model can be 

state dependent or independent. By means of these characteristics, most of Open 

Queueing Networks (OQNs) and Closed Queueing Networks (CQNs) [34, 41] can be 

modeled through POSE. 

The primary OQNs are Jackson Networks which are very often used to model 

complex computer systems and data transmission systems with the following prop

erties: 

• No job class distinction. 

• Unbound queue length at each queue. 

• Service rate at each queue can be queue-length dependent or independent. 

• Service time at each queue is independent of each other. 

• The external arrivals are in a Poisson manner. 

Gordon-Newell Networks are the most useful networks in CQNs. The properties 

of this kind df networks are same as in Jackson Networks except no external job ar

rivals and departures. Gordon-Newell Networks are Often more useful than Jackson 

Networks in modeling communication networks because network population is nor

mally limited by the resource capacity. Both Jackson Networks and Gordon-Newell 

Networks can be efficiently established by POSE. 
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More general queueing networks in which multiple job classes are allowed have 

been categorized into BGMP Networks. Each class in the networks has own rout

ing policy and service rate. There are four types of disciplines: First-In-First-Out, 

Process Sharing, one server for each job, and Preemptive-Resume Last-In-First-Out. 

Since there is no class distinction in POSE's node servers, BGMP Networks are not 

provided in POSE. 

4.8 Summary 

In Chapter 1, the importance of system model development was addressed. To 

develop system models efficiently, model generation must be automated. This chapter 

has explored approaches to automate model for diverse application systems. By 

applying these approaches using the window-driven user interface, the structure of 

DEVS formalism and the Syntax of DEVS-Scheme are hidden from POSE's users. 

Furthermore, the complex, multilayer, multi component application systems can be 

systematically modelled by applying the SM-Algo algorithm. 

The characteristics provided by the AGSM function are summarized as follows: 

1. Automation: The elementary and overall system models can be created au

tomatically. 

2. Efficiency: By using the SM-Algo algorithm, a complex application system 

can be modelled hierarchically and efficiently. 
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3. Flexibility: All the models in 5MB are free coupled to other experimental 

frames and/or the models in the 5MB as long as the proper coupling is applied. 
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CHAPTER 5 

FLEXmLE MODEL INTEGRATION AND SIMULATION 

So far, the model generation methods used to construct application systems (sys

tem models) and to handle performance statistics of the modelled systems (exper

imental frames) have been addressed. Both sorts of models can be processed in 

standalone mode in DEVS-Scheme. However, there is no meaningful output pro

duced during the operation of the standalone mode. To come up with the related 

performance metrics given an application system, the function of Model Integration 

(MI) is proposed. The MI function critically supports one of the goals of this research 

- to evaluate the performance of a modelled application system. Figure 5.1 shows the 

coupling of the model(s) in System Model Base (SMB) and the experimental frames 

(EFs) in Experimental Frame Model Base (EFMB) to produce an integrated model. 

This model is saved in the Integrated Model Base (1MB), and invoked by DEVS

Scheme. Such an integrated model can produce the expected performance data in 

simulation to achieve the purpose of the MI function. 

As DEVS-Scheme is developed by adopting the object-oriented approach associ

ated with hierarchical, modular models, many message passings occur in simulation. 

These message passings take a large portion of a simulation runtime. This situation 
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Figure 5.1: Model Relationship in Model Integration. 

becomes more obvious as a system model becomes more complicated. To conquer 

this problem, the methods used to reduce simulation time are important. 

Section 5.1 discusses the related knowledge representation. Sections 5.2 and 5.3 

present the schemes and the features applied in the development of the MI function. 

Sections 5.4 and 5.5 deal with the generation of integrated models and the operation 

of DEVS-Scheme, while Section 5.6 discusses how simulations may be speeded up. 
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5.1 The SES Knowledge Representation 
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The knowledge representation of the Model Integration and Simulation (MIS) with 

the scheme of System Entity Structure is briefly depicted in Figure 5.2. The Model 

Integration entity has three subcomponents: 1) the Window-Driven User Interface 

entity used to guide users to set up integrated models, 2) the Integrated Model 

Template entity used to create the models expected, and 3) the MI-Algo entity which 

is an algorithm supporting a way to generate integrated models effectively. There 

are two entities under the Sim-asp aspect node. One is the environment for model 
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simulation - DEVS-Scheme. The other entity deals with constructing reduced models 

via reducing their original models. 

5.2 The Distributed and Global EFs 

As mentioned early, an integrated model can produce meaningful performance 

data in DEVS-Scheme. However, if a system model is associated with an EF only 

to measure overall system behavior, it may not be enough or appropriate. Examples 

can be found in all application domains. For instance, an interconnected network like 

ARPANET or BITNET [9] connects many Local Area Networks (LANs) via gate

ways. Since the role of gateways within the interconnected network is very critical 

and sensitive, performance measurement at gateways is important. Usually, through

put and utilization are areas of greatest concern. This situation requires attaching 

different configurations of EFs to the gateways at different geographical areas. 

In [31], a methodology for deriving experimental frame specifications for applica

tion systems is developed based on the concept of Generic Experimental Frame. The 

methodology defines two schemes to carry out simulation experiments: 1) the central

ized architecture is based on a global experimental frame (global-EF) which specifies 

conditions for the entire system model; and 2) the distributed architecture facilitates 

attachments of frame components to individual models (node or subsystem models). 

The frame components are termed distributed experimental frames (dist-EFs). Based 
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on the methodology, the distributed EFs discussed above can be illustrated as in 

Figure 5.3. 

As various EF configurations can be constructed, the whole or partial behavior 

of an application system can be monitored by applying the schemes of global and 

distributed experimental frames. 

5.3 The Model Integration Algorithm 

Due tq the flexible attachment of an EF to any layer or component in a system 

model, the EFs stored in the EFMB can be retrieved and coupled to the system 

model without restriction. This flexibility is effective as long as the related system 

performance data are collected and computed correctly. In this section, an algorithm 

called MI-Algo is presented, which not only provides the flexibility but also enhances 

it by making new instances from the given EFs and system models. 

There are two methods defined to support the manipulation of the MI-Algo 

approach. One is the Make Instances defined in the SM-Algo approach. The other 

is called String Matching and Creation (SMC). It is used for the EF only. Consider 

a situation in which an EF with a transducer is coupled to more than one model. 

Since log files used to keep raw and processed performance data are installed in a 

transducer, they are recognized by their unique log file names. If an EF attached to 

different places, then data collected in these log files will be mixed up in simulation. 

Hence, the SMC method is designed to create a new EF based on the instance name 
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(got from applying the Make Instances method on the original EF), with the following 

steps: (for purposes of explanation, assume the name of the original EF is EF-org, 

and the instance name is EF-new.) 

1. Create a new EF whose content is same as the original EF, with EF-new as its 

model name. 

2. Perform string matching and replacement in the EF-new by finding the EF-org 

strings and replacing them with EF-new strings. 

3. After all EF-org strings are found and replaced by the EF-new strings, a com

plete new EF, EF-new, is created. The EF-new has different log files. 

The MI-Algo procedure is described below: 

Step 1: Retrieve the EF(s) required from the EFMB and the system model(s) from 

the 5MB. Save these models in the sets, EF-set and System-set, respectively. 

Step 2: Perform Make Instances on the element(s) of System-set if necessary. Delete 

the element(s) from System-set. Add the new instances to System-set. (In this step, 

new system models with various configurations are allowed to be constructed. This 

shows the feature of flexibility.) 

Step 3: Perform the Make Instances and SMC methods on the element(s) of EF-set 

if necessary. Delete the element(s) from EF-set. Add the new instances into EF-set. 

Step 4: Set up the coupling for the elements in the sets EF-set and System-set. 

Terminate the procedure. 
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To clarify this procedure, the example illustrated in Figure 5.4 is discussed. This 

example reuses the EF-demo and System-demo mentioned in the previous chap

ters. Moreover, an EF named EF-dist including only a transducer used to calculate 

'turnaround' time is assumed to exist in the EFMB. Two new instances of EF-dist 

and three new instances of System-demo are required in the proposed system. The 

related operations are listed as follows: 

1. After Step 1, EF-set and System-Set are { EF-demo, EF-dist } and { System

demo }, respectively. 

2. In Step 2, three new system instances are made such that System-Set becomes 

{ System-demoO, System-demol, System-demo2 }. 

3. At Step 3, the Make Instances method is used to create two new instances, EF

distO and EF-dist1. By calling SMC twice, the EF-distO and EF-distl models 

are created. Now, EF-set is { EF-demo, EF-distO, EF-distl }. (The new models 

are saved in EFMB as well.) 

4. Coupling is set for all the elements existing in both sets. Procedure is termi

nated. 

5.4 Generation of Integrated Models 

For efficient model generation, a window-driven user interface has been developed. 

This interface combines with the MI-Algo approach to establish the major part of 
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the Model Integration (MI) function. To know how the MI function works, the steps 

applied to set up the integrated model shown in Figure 5.4 are described. 

1. Name the integrated model to be created, say Integrate-demo. 

2. Specify system models(s) and EF(s) to be involved in Integrate-demo. Then 

retrieve System-demo, EF-demo and EF-dist. 

3. Perform the MI-Algo procedure. Create the required model script. Figure 5.5 

exhibits the major modeling messages. 

4. Execute the model script to the expected integrated model, Integrate-demo, 

and save it in the 1MB. 

The model script for an integrated model has some characteristics different from 

those described for a system model. These characteristics include the involvement of 

EF(s), the initial setting of 'random_times,' and the execution of the SMC scheme-

formatted routine. A value for 'random_times' is to avoid recurrence of the same ran-

dom number generation sequence during different simulation runs. Different values 

are generated using a C library function called "gettimeofday" (Copyright reserved by 

The Berkeley software License Agreement). The portion of the script in the previous 

example is listed below: 

(define name 'Integrate-demo) 
(define new_efs '(EF-demo EF-distO EF-distl» 
(define sys '(System-demo» 
(define sys_ins '«System-demoO System-demo1 System-demo2») 
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Figure 5.5: The Model Integration Pop-up Window. 
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(define random_times 4087) 
(define ef_pairs '(EF-dist 2» 
(let loop1 «1st ef_pairs) (ef '(» (ef-atomics '(» (n 0) (i 0» 
(cond 

«null? 1st» 
(else 
(set! ef (car 1st» (set! n (cadr 1st» (do 
«i 0 (1+ i») «>= in» 
(set! ef-atomics (replacement 
(string-append "EFMB/II (symbol->string ef) lI.mll) 
(string-append "EFMB/ II (symbol->string ef) 
(number->string i) lI.mll) 
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Except for the last four statements, the outcome after executing the model script 

is similar to that of the system model System-demo. These last statements, in turn, 

set a priority order to all models to solve time conflict problems, create a 'root-co-

ordinator' entity used to manage the overall simulation, assign Integrate-demo as the 

root, and activate the execution of DEVS-Scheme. This outcome has the following 

form. 

(load 'EFMB/EF-demo.m) 
(load 'EFMB/EF-distO.m) 
(load 'EFMB/EF-dist1.m) 
(load 'SMB/System-demo.m) 

(make-pair digraph-models 'Integrate-demo) 

(send System-demo make-new 'System-demoO) 
(send System-demo make-new 'System-demol) 
(send System-demo make-new 'System-demo2) 

(send Integrate-demo specify-children (list System-demoO 
System-demol System-demo2 EF-demo EF-distO EF-distl» 



(send Integrate-demo add-couple EF-demo System-demoO 'out 'in) 
(send Integrate-demo add-couple EF-demo EF-distO 'out 'in) 
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(send Integrate-demo add-couple System-demoO EF-distO 'out 'solved) 
(send Integrate-demo add-couple System-demoO EF-distl 'out 'in) 
(send Integrate-demo add-couple System-demoO System-demol 'out 'in) 
(send Integrate-demo add-couple System-demoO System-demo2 'out 'in) 
(send Integrate-demo add-couple System-demol EF-distl 'out 'solved) 
(send Integrate-demo add-couple System-demol EF-demo 'out 'solved) 
(send Integrate-demo add-couple System-demo2 EF-demo 'out 'solved) 
(send Integrate-demo add-couple EF-demo System-demoO 'stop 'stop) 
(send Integrate-demo add-couple EF-demo System-demol 'stop 'stop) 
(send Integrate-demo add-couple EF-demo System-demo2 'stop 'stop) 
(send Integrate-demo add-couple EF-demo EF-distO 'stop 'stop) 
(send Integrate-demo add-couple EF-demo EF-distl 'stop 'stop) 

(send Integrate-demo set-priority (list System-demoO System-demol 
System-demo2 EF-demo EF-distO EF-distl» 

(mk-ent root-co-ordinators r) 
(initialize r C:Integrate-demo) 
(restart r) 

5.5 Simulation of An Integrated Model 

As soon as an integrated model is created, this model can be processed in DEVS-

Scheme - the fundamental simulation engine in POSE. The goal of simulation in 

POSE is to come up with raw performance data and to process them for performance 

evaluation. All the related data are gathered and saved in different log files installed 

in the transducer(s) during the execution of simulation. Basically, there are three pre-

defined log files: job arrival, job finished, and summary, at each transducer. Both 

job arrival and finished files keep the so-called raw performance data by attaching 
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each job name and its priority with an arrival time (job arrival) in the first case 

and the time of a job departing from a system or node model (job finished) in the 

second. The summary file periodically collect all processed performance data. Each 

log file different from the pre-defined ones is for a unique purpose such as throughput, 

turnaround, etc. 

For illustration, Some segments of the log files are listed below: (These files are 

collected from Case Study I presented in the next chapter.) 

The uef-computer-arr" log file: 

(ef-computer1 1) 0.40858963530921 
(ef-computer2 1) 1.59225210736812 
(ef-computer3 1) 2.405346263323 
(ef-computer4 1) 2.77357652310726 
(ai-computer5 1) 3.02947530733872 

The uef-computer-fin" log file: 

(ef-computer1 1) 0.45078465622476 
(ef-computer2 1) 1.65142638498082 
(ef-computer3 1) 2.48141618263089 
(ef-computer6 1) 3.97819974916248 
(ef-computer7 1) 4.34674159127509 

The "ef-computer-summary" log file: 

** ef-computer at time 300 

throughput :: 2.08333333333333 



turnaround :: 1.66049891134461 

** ef-computer at time 320 

throughput :: 2.08524590163934 
turnaround .. 1.66049869504983 

** ef-computer at time 340 

throughput 2.08709677419355 
turnaround :: 1.65773744063163 

** ef-computer at time 360 

throughput 
turnaround 

2.0952380952381 
1.6632224979867 

** ef-computer at time 380 

throughput 
turnaround 

2.090625 
1.6611893741952 

The "ef-computer-throughput" log file: 

300 2.08333333333333 
320 2.08524590163934 
340 2.08709677419355 
360 2.0952380952381 
380 2.090625 
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A pop-up DEVS-Scheme simulation window incorporated with the POSE's pull-

down windows is shown in Figure 5.6. In the figure, a "running" status is described. 

A simulation run is terminated as soon as the values of all performance metrics 

defined obey their pre-specified error tolerance during any two consecutive periods. 
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5.6 Speeding Up A Simulation 

The modeling automation significantly reduces model development time. This 

achievement was one of the primary objectives or this research. It is also neces

sary to shorten model simulation time, and this question has been studied exten

sively [12, 35, 58, 62]. In [62], three types of simulation are addressed. The first 

one, "Distributed and Parallel Simulations," distributes the simulation burden in a 

distributed or parallel multiprocessor system. The second, "Hierarchical Decomposi

tion and Hybrid Techniques, " decomposes a model into submodels. A submodel is 

replaced by a single composite model if it can be reduced. A methodology used for 

lumped model generation [12], a theorem of reducing queueing networks [35], and a 

scheme to achieve the efficient reduction of the colored Petri nets [58] are all included 

in this classification. The last class is called "Variance Reduction." It uses the known 

statistical characteristics of a modelled system to reduce simulation time needed to 

create performance measures. 

In POSE, the task of model development reduction has been addressed, for the 

following reasons: 

Center of gravity in simulation: 

The performance metrics may be concentrated on an overall system or distributed 

among components in the system. If only specific nodes (components) at different 

geographical areas are monitored, then it is appropriate to reduce other insensitive 

subsystems to equivalent but simpler composite nodes. 
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Random behavior in POSE: 

Random behavior is caused by the involvement of different probability distribu

tions in a generator and a node model (except Blockader and Dispatcher). Because 

the random factor appears in simulation, each model simulation often requires a 

long-term run to go to steady state. A simulation run is completed as soon as 

the pre-defined error tolerance is reached. The time elapsed in simulation becomes 

formidable as a system model becomes complex and sophisticated. 

Message Passing in DEVS-Scheme: 

The structure of DEVS-Scheme is composed of three kinds of Abstract Proces

sors, i.e., simulator, co-ordinator and root-co-ordinator [12]. The simulators and 

co-ordinators' handle atomic models and coupled models, respectively. The root-co

ordinator manipulates the overall simulation and is coupled to the co-ordinator of the 

outermost coupled model in the DEVS hierarchical simulation structure. The model 

behavior is generated through message passing among the Abstract Processors, which 

are written in SCOOPS (an object-oriented programming system for TI Scheme) [61]. 

Figure 5.7 shows messages handled by the Abstract Processors in DEVS-Scheme [13]. 

These messages are passed up and down frequently in the hierarchical simulation 

structure. The path of message passing becomes longer as the complexity of a model 

increases. The time to pass messages directly affects the model simulation time. 
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5.6.1 Reduction of A Queueing Network 

The approach applied in this research is based on the theorem introduced in [35]. 

This theorem uses the analytical approach on some portion of an original system 

being modelled, and the simulation approach on the rest of the system. By means of 

this hybrid approach, a new model, termed a reduced model, is derived from reducing 

the original model. 

The reduction theorem is established on the queueing networks in which local 

balance holds. The assumptions made in the queueing networks are: 1) every node's 

server is associated with an exponential probability distribution, and 2) every node 

has enough buffer such that no blocking problem occurs. The way to perform the 

reduction is to investigate the behavior of a subnetwork which has a single incoming 

link and a single outgoing link. After reduction, an equivalent queueing network is 

constructed in which all nodes except those in the subnetwork are substituted for a 

single composite queueing node having its server with state-dependent service rate. 

The conceptual specification can be seen in Figure 5.8. By performing the reduction, 

the LAN in Figure 5.8(a) will be converted to a reduced LAN with state-dependent 

service rate, as illustrated in Figure 5.8(b). 

5.6.2 The Procedure of Reduction 

In Figure 5.8, the LAN to be reduced is identified. By applying the reduction 

theorem, the outgoing link of the LAN is first "shorted" to the incoming link of the 
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Figure 5.8: The Conceptual View of The Equivalent Networks. 

LAN such that the LAN becomes a closed queueing network (CQN). (A CQN is 

a queueing network in which no interaction outside the network is allowed; i.e., a 

fixed number of packets/customers circulate in the network all the time.) The actual 

reduction follows. By setting the following conditions to Figure 5.8(a), the LAN 

reduction steps are demonstrated. 

Conditions: 



• Number of packets circulating in the CQN : 1 - 20 

• Service rate at each host computer: 1/3 packet/millisecond 

• Service rate at each common channel: 3 packets/millisecond 

• Buffer size at all queues: infinite 

• Ratio of intranetwork traffic and internetwork traffic: 3/7 

• Load at each host computer: 1/3 intranetwork traffic 

Step 1 : To calculate the relative utilization. 

By referring to [66, 67], the values of relative utilization at the three host 

computer servers and the common channel server are 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, and 

1.0, respectively. 

Step 2 : To calculate normalization constant. 

By applying the convolution algorithm addressed in [22, 62], all the g{n,m)s 

(the values of "normalization constant"), where 1 < n < 20 and 15m < 

4, can be computed as listed in Table 5.1. "m" and "n" express the 

number of queue nodes and the number of packets, respectively. The 

numbering of "m" is arranged with the value of 4 representing the com

mon channel and each of the rest representing a host computer. The 

g{n,m) has the following features: 

1) g(O,m) = 1 

2) g{n,l) = h(n) 
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Table 5.1: Normalization Constant G(20,4) 

" (n,m) 1/ 1 II 2 II 3 II 4 II 
0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
1 1.000 1.900 2.800 3.700 
2 1.000 2.710 5.230 8.560 
3 1.000 3.439 8.146 15.850 
4 1.000 4.095 11.427 25.691 
5 1.000 4.686 14.969 38.092 
6 1.000 5.217 18.690 52.972 
7 1.000 5.695 22.516 70.191 
8 1.000 6.126 26.390 89.562 
9 1.000 6.513 30.264 110.870 
10 1.000 6.862 34.100 133.883 
11 1.000 7.176 37.865 158.360 
12 1.000 7.458 41.537 184.061 
13 1.000 7.712 45.096 210.751 
14 1.000 7.941 48.527 238.203 
15 1.000 8.147 51.821 266.204 
16 1.000 8.332 54.972 294.555 
17 1.000 8.499 57.973 323.073 
18 1.000 8.649 60.825 351.591 
19 1.000 8.784 63.527 379.959 
20 1.000 8.906 66.080 408.043 

3) g(n,m) = g(n, m - 1) + !m(l) * g(n - 1, m) 

where !i( n) = (0;/ P.i)n. Oi and P.i are the relative throughput and the 

mean service rate of the queuing node i, respectively. 

Step 3 : To compute throughput at a common channel. 
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Table 5.2: Throughput at The Common Channel 

II N II Throughput II N II Throughput II N II Throughput II N II Throughput II 
1 0.8108 2 1.2967 3 1.6202 4 1.8508 
5 2.0234 6 2.1573 7 2.2641 8 2.3511 
9 2.4234 10 2.4843 11 2.5363 12 2.5811 
13 2.6201 14 2.6543 15 2.6844 16 2.7112 
17 2.7352 18 2.7567 19 2.7760 20 2.7935 

The absolute throughput is equal to: The relative utilization * Service 

rate * Gb~N:)' where 1 < N < 20. G(N) represents G(N, 4) in this exam

ple [62]. Since we are considering the reduction of a LAN, the throughput 

at the common channel is computed and listed in Table 5.2 based on dif-

ferent N values. 

Step 4 : To adjust throughput for the reduced LAN. 

The throughput values obtained from Step 3 are the gross throughput of 

the common channel. However, this quantity needs to be multiplied by 

the fraction of internetwork traffic / (intranetwork traffic + internetwork 

traffic), i.e., 0.7. Hence, the actual throughput flows into the gateway are 

shown in Table 5.3. 

The reduced LAN as illustrated in Figure 5.8(b) will be applied in Case Study II 

(next chapter) to show that the overall simulation time of an original system model 

can be reduced significantly. 
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Table 5.3: Actual Throughput Flowing into The Gateway 

II N II Throughput II N II Throughput liN" Throughput II N II Throughput " 
1 0.5676 2 0.9077 3 1.1341 4 1.2956 
5 1.4164 6 1.5101 7 1.5848 8 1.6458 
9 1.6964 10 1.7390 11 1.7754 12 1.8068 

13 1.8341 14 1.8580 15 1.8791 16 1.8979 
17 1.9146 18 1.9297 19 1.9432 20 1.9555 

5.7 Summary 

The MI-Algo algorithm allows POSE users to construct various integrated models 

given a set of system models and experimental frames. This advantage is enhanced 

by the implementation of the window-driven user interface. With the support of the 

DEVS-Schem'e, the required performance data can be collected and calculated. To 

speed up a simulation, a method is provided for reducing a queueing network. These 

approaches provide the following characteristics: 

1. Time Saving: Time-saving is achieved through the automatic generation of 

integrated models, and the model reduction approach. 

2. Flexibility: Users can easily develop different integrated models for perfor-

mance comparIson. 

3. Practicability: In simulation, the performance data can be collected and cal-

culated rapidly. 
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CHAPTER 6 

POSE IN APPLICATIONS 

The methods used to process performance measures can be carried out through 

mathematical analysis or simulation. The mathematical method termed analyti

cal approach provides an efficient and accurate way to generate exact solutions. In 

contrast to the analytical approach, the simulation approach simulates a modelled 

system. Even though simulation is sometimes more time-consuming than the analyt

ical approach, it offers an alternative when: 1) the complexity of a system prohibits 

deterministic results, or 2) the complexity is hard to analyze mathematically. The 

Simulation approach also provides a means for evaluating and comparing new systems 

prior to their actual implementation. 

Performance evaluation in this research was accomplished by applying the sim

ulation approach because the design of the modeling automation addressed in the 

previous chapters is targeted for performance study. Nevertheless, the analytical ap

proach can be used to evaluate the performance outcome generated by POSE. The 

success of the evaluation directly reflects the success of POSE. 

The following sections begin with a simple but essential example, then present two 

case studies in detail. In these experiments, the simulation results are synthesized 
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Figure 6.1: The Basic Queueing Models. 

through the method of confidence interval [4, 41], which is then evaluated by means 

of mathematical analysis with queueing theory [44, 47, 62]. 

6.1 Experiments of Simulation Stability 

This section examines the behavior of basic queueing networks in simulation. 

Based on the common examples in Figure 6.1, complex queueing systems are con-

structed and presented in two case studies. In Figure 6.1, the "turnaround time" 

behavior of two queueing networks MIMII (Mt) and two MIMlls in cascade (M2) is 

investigated. For simplicity of demonstration, only one test for each network is drawn 
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in Figure 6.2. However, the related mean values can be obtained from multiple simu

lation runs. Since random processes are involved in these systems, there is obviously 

an unstable situation during some periods of time. After a long run, the behavior 

of the networks stabilizes. Figure 6.2 exactly profiles a statistical experiment. The 

related conditions assigned to both networks are: 1) they have the same input rate 

- A = 0.125 per time unit, and 2) all servers have the same service rate - p. = 0.25 

per time unit. To calculate the "turnaround time" data, the following mathematical 

method is introduced: 

Let p = A/ p.. Based on queueing theory, the mean number of customers in the 

queue, including the one in service is [44, 62], 

E(n) = p/(l - p) (6.1) 

By applying Little's result [23], the turnaround time (mean time delay per job) can 

be figured out with 

E(T) = E(n)/.x (6.2) 

Equations 6.1 and 6.2 enable us to derive the exact solutions of turnaround time: 

(Mdana = 8.0 and (M2)ana = 16.0. The corresponding mean values calculated from 

multiple simulation results generated by POSE are: (Mdsimu = 8.107 and (M2)simu = 

15.703. The confidence interval is 95% for both networks. 

This analysis shows a high accuracy of the simulation solutions compared to the 

measures obtained from the analytical approach. In addition, (M2)simu infers the 

property of Burke's theorem [50]. This inference is very important to the experiments 
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in the following case studies, as the configuration of M2 provides a basic framework 

for constructing them. 

6.2 Case Study I: A Multiprocessor Computer System 

Performance evaluation in various computer systems has been studied exten

sively [15, 38, 40, 47, 62]. For comparison purposes, a multiprocessor computer 

system is designed in POSE as well. It is used to test the modeling and simulation 

ability of POSE with a complex system. 

The experiments related to the proposed computer system shown in Figure 6.3 

are to determine how the system would perform under various changes. Based on 

Figure 6.3, the changes can be about the input rate (system workload), the service 

rates of cpus, (main) memory and disks, and the probability setting on links (trans

mission buses). Since the role of cpu and memory is more sensitive to the whole 

system, we are primarily concerned with changes in their rates. Due to the changes, 

the performance measures regarding the mean job turnaround time in the system 

are considered. These performance measures are gathered by executing the system's 

DEVS model as drawn in Figure 6.4. 

The first experiment examines behavior changes in turnaround time resulting from 

modifying the cpu's mean service time (i.e. service rate). In Figure 6.5, the related 

simulations are performed in terms of the following conditions: 

• No jobs are blocked at any receiving unit. 
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• Mean job interarrival time to the system: 0.5 millisecond/job 

• Mean service rate of the memory: 0.025 millisecond/job 

• Mean service rate for each disk: 0.2 millisecond/job 

• Input jobs are dispatched to each cpu with equal probability. 

• Cpu's outgoing jobs sent to the two disks, the memory, and outside of the 
system with the probabilities, 0.1, 0.1, 0.7, and 0.1, respectively. 

By means of multiple simulation runs at each cpu setting, in Figure 6.5 the related 

confidence interval with 95% is plotted by two curves Simulation-Upper (Le. the 
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upper bound of the interval) and Simulation-Lower (Le. the lower bound). The 

area between the upper and lower curves is defined by equation 1.1. This area will 

show that POSE made a good enough estimate by comparing it to results of the 

analytical approach. 

Based on the same conditions, we proceed with the analytical approach by using 

queueing theory. Since the computer system model is an Open Queueing Network 

(OQN) with Poisson input rate, exponential service rates and infinite buffer sizes 

at all queues, it can be analyzed by applying Jackson's theorem [29]. This theorem 

applied to this experiment is briefly explained below: 

Due to the existence of local balance property in the network, the job turnaround 

time in the computer system can be figured out by calculating the mean queue length 

at each queue. 

Assume the mean number of jobs at a queue i, E( n)i has been figured out from 

equation 6.1. The input rate of the system is A. Then, 

The total mean number of jobs in the system: 

E(n)total = E~l E(ni) 

By applying Little's result, the job turnaround time in the system is, 

E(T)total = E( n )total/ A 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

Given the same conditions used in the simulation runs, the corresponding analyt

ical curve is pbtained via equations 6.3 and 6.4, and marked with Analytical-O.5 
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in the figure for the purpose of evaluation. (The "0.5" expresses the mean job in

terarrival time to the system is 0.5 millisecond, i.e., the job input rate is 2 jobs/ 

millisecond.) From the curve distributions, we can conclude: 

1) The area specified by the 95% confidence interval almost covers the analytical curve 

except for the range close to 0.08 and up. This exceptional range results from job 

congestion occurring in cpus to the extent that the whole system becomes unstable 

and the bound of 95% coverage is no longer obeyed. Therefore, this analysis shows 

a high accuracy and sensitivity for the simulation approach performed in POSE. (In 

the figure, two other analytical curves are drawn for reference. The Analytical-OA 

curve exhibits serious job congestion when the mean service time of a cpu is over 

0.06, a situation that does not occur in the Analytical-l curve during the changes 

of cpu time. This is because a lower input rate is assigned to the latter.) 

2) If the service time of a cpu is less than 0.06, then higher input rates are suggested 

unless there is a real-time factor. 

The second experiment investigates how change in memory service-time affects 

job turnaround time in the proposed system. Figure 6.6 illustrates the effect caused 

by the change. The related conditions set in the experiment are same as in the first 

experiment except: 1) the cpu service-time is fixed at 0.04 millisecond/job, and 2) the 

memory service-time is adjusted from 0.01 to 0.05 millisecond/job. The simulation so

lutions are plotted via two curves Simulation-Upper and Simulation-Lower with 

95% confidence interval. The related mathematical method is also done according to 
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Jackson's theorem. The corresponding analytical outcome is drawn for comparison 

to the simulation outcome. Due to nonexistence of the job congestion problem given 

the testing conditions, the Analytical-O.04 curve is completely covered within the 

area between the two bound curves. 

The experimental results for the proposed computer system show that performance 

outcomes produced by POSE provide accurate estimates. 

6.3 Case Study II: An Interconnected Network 

The computer system proposed is an Open Queueing Network (OQN) in which 

transactions outside of the queueing network are allowed. In this section, another 

kind of queueing network called a closed queueing network (CQN) is discussed. In 

a CQN, there is no interaction with the outside world but a fixed number of jobs 

(packets/processes/customers) circulating. A typical example obeying the structure 

of CQN is a time-sharing computer system. In communication networks, a LAN 

connected to a fixed number of workstations, or fixed traffic circulating in a telecom

munication network, has the feature of CQN. 

Due to advanced signal transmission techniques being used in telecommunications, 

higher speed communication backbone networks have been developed. At the same 

time, more LANs located in different geographical areas are joined to the backbone 

networks to form "interconnected networks" and to achieve a high efficiency of re

source sharing among the LANs. Resource sharing in an interconnected network is 
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carried out by gateways. Therefore, the performance of gateways is critical and di

rectly affects ~he performance of the whole network. A performance measure relating 

to throughput on gateways is thus studied here. 

The original, proposed interconnected network is shown in Figure 6.7(a) while 

Figure 6. 7(b) is modelled in POSE. This is because: 1) the experiments are con

centrated on gateways, and 2) each LAN is reduced to a composite queueing model 

termed Reduced LAN with a state-dependent server to reduce model simulation time. 

The way a Reduced LAN works is to utilize the reduction results listed in Table 5.3 

in section 5.6.1. The modelled interconnected network is illustrated in Figure 6.8. 

Basically, this figure describes two configurations. One is for the ideal case, in which 

1) all queueing nodes include two Reduced LAN queues, an input (to a Reduced LAN) 

and an output (departure from a Reduced LAN) queue for each gateway and 2) all 

queueing nodes have infinite capacities such that no blocked packets occur. (If a 

queue's buffer is equal to or greater than the number of packets circulating in the 

network, the queue's capacity can be regarded as 'infinite.') This ideal configuration 

does not require handshake messages such as GW-ask, ask-GW, and so on. These 

messages are received or sent out through pre-defined "special input and output 

ports," introduced in section 4.1. In reality, a gateway cannot have an infinite buffer 

size. Therefore, the second configuration is to set limited capacity to each gateway's 

queue. Due to the limitation, a blocking situation will occur when a packet is Jent 
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to a queue whose buffer, including its server, is full. In order to avoid packet loss 

caused by the blocking problem, the required handshake is performed as follows: 

1. Ask the buffer status of a destination queue: If a queue plans to send a packet 

out, it must send an "ask" signal (event) to ask the buffer status of the des

tination node. If the buffer status is not full, the sender can send the packet 

out immediately. Otherwise, the sender must wait till a "non-full" signal is 

received from the destination queue. During the waiting time, the sender is in 

idle state. 

2. Send unon-full" status out: If the buffer status of a node is switched from "full" 

to "non-full," a "non-full" signal is sent out along the coupling setting. By 

detecting the status change, a waiting packet is transmitted to its destination. 

Based on the two configurations, two experiments are performed. The approach 

applied to analyze and evaluate both experiments is same as in Case Study I. The 

first experiment is tested given the following conditions: 

• Number of packets circulating in the network : 1 - 20 

• Service rate at each gateway's queue: 1 packet/millisecond 

• Service rates at each Reduced LAN is referred to Table 5.3 in section 5.6.1 

• Buffer size at all queues: infinite 

The related simulation outcome is plotted by two curves Simulation-Upper (Le. 

the throughput upper bound with 95% confidence interval) and Simulation-Lower 
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(i.e. the throughput lower bound) in Figure 6.9. The related mathematical method 

applied in the CQN is based on the convolution algorithm, presented in [57, 62] in 

which a performance measure for a CQN with state-dependent servers is addressed. 

The steps of the method are similar to those of the model reduction procedure men

tioned in section 5.6.1 except for the step used to calculate the values of the "nor

malization constant." The way to calculate these values is as follows: ("m" and Un" 

express the number of queue nodes and the number of packets, respectively. The 

values of "m" are ordered by the values of 1 and 2 representing the two Reduced 

LANs, and each of the rest representing a queuing node in a gateway.) 

1) g(O,m) = 1 

2) g(n,J) = fl(n) 

3) g(n,m) = E~=o fm(k) * g(n - k, m - 1) 

where fi(n) = Or/I1~=l l1-i(k). Oi is the relative throughput of the queue. 

11-;( k) specifies the service rate of the queue i having k packets in it. 

The g(n, 6) values are listed in Table 6.1 where "6" expresses either an input or 

an output queueing node in a. gateway. The throughput derived by the analytical 

approach is detailed in Table 6.2, which is plotted and marked Analytical in Fig

ure 6.9. Even though few points along the Analytical curve are very close to the 

Simulation-Lower curve, this experiment still shows high accuracy in matching 

the performance data obtained from the Analytical approach. Also, we find that 
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1rable 6.1: g(n,6) 

II n II g(n,6) II n II g(n,6) II n II g(n,6) II n II g(n,6) II 
1 7.523608 2 31.080296 3 93.441589 4 228.818741 
5 484.586548 6 920.698059 7 1608.203979 8 2627.336182 
9 4065.530273 10 6015.628906 11 8574.383789 12 11841.276367 
13 15917.647461 14 20906.066406 15 26909.90625 16 34033.046875 
17 42379.671875 18 52054.179688 19 63161.078125 20 75804.921875 

the increment of throughput does not effectively reflect the traffic increment when 

the number of packets circulating in the network is more than 15. 1rhis situation is 

restricted by the transmission speeds at gateways and Reduced LANs. 

1rhe second experiment performed on the proposed network follows the same con-

ditions as in. the previous test except that each queue in a gateway has the finite 

buffer size of 2. Due to the capacity constraint, the product form property no longer 

exists [34, 52] and the convolution algorithms used before cannot be applied in this 

1rable 6.2: 1rhroughput at A Gateway's Queue 

II n II1rhroughput II n II1rhroughput II n II1rhroughput II n II1rhroughput II 
1 0.265830 2 0.484140 3 0.665235 4 0.816730 
5 0.944388 6 1.052650 7 1.145002 8 1.224209 
9 1.292494 10 1.351656 11 1.403163 12 1.448220 
13 1.487817 14 1.522778 15 1.553782 16 1.581399 
17 1.606102 18 1.628291 19 1.648299 20 1.666411 
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case. Instead, an analytical method introduced in [20] is applied. The related perfor

mance data extracted from [17] are used to evaluate the simulation outcome obtained 

in POSE. Through analyzing the curve distributions in Figure 6.10, we see: 

1) The area defined by the 95% confidence interval covers the analytical curve. This 

phenomenon shows that POSE estimates accurately in different system environments. 

2) When the traffic load in the network is heavy (over 10 packets in the experiment), 

the increment of throughput is slow. This problem is primarily caused by the buffer 

constraint and the gateway's transmission rates. Hence, with proper adjustment 

of both factors, the throughput can be increased significantly. In other words, the 

waiting time of packets in the gateway queues can be shortened greatly. 

6.4 Summary 

By testing POSE with the different system environments just presented, we see 

that the modeling and simulation environment provided by POSE offers an accurate 

performance measures. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

The goal of this research has been to create an environment for modeling automa-

tion targeted for performance evaluation. For assessing the expected efficiency of 

building the models, approaches applied at different modeling levels have been ex-

plored. The methodology of Integrated Performance Specification (IPS) allows users 

to define multiple performance metrics conveniently in an experimental frame. The 

SM-Algo algorithm designed at the System Modeling stage has the advantage of 

constructing hierarchical, modular system models based on existing system models. 

The MI-Algo algorithm used for generating integrated models provides options for 

I 

organizing alternatives of integrated models given a set of system models and ex-

perimental frames. These approaches, along with the window-driven user interface, 

enhance the functions of the POSE environment. 

In POSE, various experimental frames reflecting diverse application environments 

can be developed. Furthermore, users can systematically construct a system model 

given a complex application environment with multilayer and multicomponent archi-

tecture. During the processing of Model Integration, models in the EFMB and 5MB 

model bases can be retrieved and coupled without restriction. The efficiency of the 

model generation procedures derives from hierarchical management of the modeling 
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functions, the model bases (EFMB, 5MB and 1MB), and the object-based library 

GEFB. To reduce simulation time, a theorem for creating a reduced model based 

on the original system model is applied as a front-end model design. This hybrid 

modeling approach significantly reduces the model space of an original system model 

and the simulation time required. 

By making connections from POSE to DEVS-Scheme, model simulation and per

formance data collection and computation are then accomplished. In order to provide 

users with additional guidance in understanding the features of POSE, a comparison 

of POSE, SLAM-II [1], SIMSCRIPT 11.5 [17] and GPSS-FORTRAN 3 [14] relative 

to eight criteria is presented in Table 7.1. 

7.1 Contributions 

The contributions of this work to the field of modeling and simulation automation 

can be summarized as follows: 

1. Hiding of Simulation Language: Because the syntax of the simulation lan

guage is hidden from users, POSE is very easy to use. 

2. Modeling Automation: All models required are created automatically and 

efficiently via a window-driven user interface. Thus, rapid model development 

becomes possible. 
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Table 7.1: Comparison of Modeling and Simulation Packages 

POSE SLAM-II SIMSCRIPT GPSS-
II.5 FORTRAN 3 

Training No Required No Required 
Required (Window IjF) to learn (Window IjF) to learn 

Flexibility Limited High High High 
Model Type Discrete Discrete Discrete Discrete 

and Cont. and Cont. 
Modeling Easily by Need Easily via Need 
Method Window IjF program Window IjF program 

Data Summary Summary and Summary and Summary and 
Analysis (Periodic) Trace data Display tools Conf. Int. 
Routing No Yes Yes Yes 

Abstraction High Medium Medium Medium 
of Queue (Model) (Symbols) (Processes) (Subroutines) 

Debugging No By coding and By coding Debug Mode 
Error Messages (Trace setting) 

Extensi bili ty High High High High 
(Add new (Add new (Add new (Add new 
templates) subroutines) functions) subroutines) 

3. Hierarchical Modeling: New system models can be hierarchically constructed 

in terms of existing system models. This achieves a high reuse of model re-

sources and saves model design and development time. 

4. Time Saving: Time saving is achieved through rapid model design and devel-

opment, and model simulation is rapid due to the hybrid modeling approach. 

5. Efficient Performance Measure: Because it is possible to define multiple 

performance metrics, the behavior of an application system can be effectively 

gathered in global and distributed manners. 
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7.2 Future Work 

Based on the methodology designed for modeling automation, the functions pro

vided by POSE, and the advent of new technology and advanced application systems, 

the following directions for future work are noted: 

1. Design of A Trade-off Experimental Frame: The purpose of a trade-off 

EF is to promote the value of the simulation environment. The approaches 

related to this design include different weighting schemes used for performance 

objectives (criteria) [16, 45, 64], and the techniques of quantitative and quali

tative (fuzzy) Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) [27, 48, 51, 53, 54]. 

The related design is shown in Figure 7.1. 

2. Creation of Fuzzy Node Models: This design considers uncertain factors 

existing in application systems [8, 26]. By adopting Fuzzy Logic [25, 36] to 

imitate the service time distribution at a node, an overall system model can be 

regarded as a fuzzy system model (FSM). The new node type is termed fuzzi

fication node. A defuzzification process must be defined as well. The purpose 

of this process is to translate a fuzzy set to a deterministic value [3] such that 

users can obtain deterministic simulation results. 

3. Involvement of Token Passing: In order to simulate synchronous control, a 

token ring, a Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) or even an FDDI-II (a 

superset of FDDI) [9, 30,49,55], there is a need to develop token operations in 
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POSE. Basically, nodes used for generating and releasing tokens are necessary. 

More functions may be required in order to carry out the proper simulation [60]. 

4. Enhancement of Use!' Interface: The user-interface can be enhanced to 

include the graphical display of model construction and model coupling via 

icons [21, 39]. 
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